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City urged to enforce cable agreement
By Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer

connected that with the rate
increase," Charles Shipley,
C<ible commissioner and SIU-C
We've waited long enough. radio-television professor, said.
It's time for a change.
Cablevision has said it needs
That is the message coming a $2.50 a month subscription
from the Carbondale Cable increase to implement the
TE.'levision Commission 'IS it changes. Recommendations
urges the City Council to from a special committee say
reqUire CarNlndale Cablevision that no rate increase will be
to comply with its franchise considered until Cablevision's
agreement.
parent company, TelecomThe commission wants municatiuu:> Inc.. pruvides
Cablevi&ion to implement 20- financial information requested
channel basic sen' icc , in ac- by the committee. The comcordance with ~l:Ie franchise, mittee is waiting for that inand
locally
originated formation and is "hopeful" it
programming.
will receive it before the Dec. 1
"They have proposed to do deadline.
some local origination and to
The special committee was
have 20 channels, but they have set up by the City Council to

negotiate with TCI and in late
August its recommendations
were unanimously approved by
the cable commission. The
recommendation!" won't be
formally submitted to the
council until the requested
financial
information
is
received or until the Dec. I
deadline - whichever comes
first.
The recommendations call for
25 hours per week of localoriginated programming to be

1 0:
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original programming, and ':;y
Julv 1, 1984. that amount ,"uuld
be Increased to two-thirds of the
total time.
Local
origination
is
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programming provided by the
local cable system and public
at"cess programming is time
given to other groups in the
community such as hospitals
and schools, Shipley explained.
Cabll'vision has proposed a

25-hour-per-week
local
origination schedule to the
commission. The proposed
schedule includes a public affairs program, a show featuring
"interesting people and places
in Cartor,ndaJe,' toNO citizen
viewpoint-discussion shows,
City Council meetings and a live
sports call-in talk show.
Shipley, a longtime advocate
of public access programming.
said that CablevisiGn should
provide much more public
access.
"Companies, large anti small,
do willingly and even profitahly
provide local Ilrigination and
public access to their viewers, "
Shipley said.
See CABLE. Pag.. 3

''':':''',
Gus says having ZO chanllels of
TV will at least double the
arguments over who's going to
watch what.

u.s. asks payment
for plane casualties
Sokolov a note on behalf of the
South Korean government
demanding compensation for its
citizens who were killed, but
Sokolov rejected it also.
State Department spokesman
Alan Romberg said the United
States would "continue to press
the Soviets to meet their clear
obligation under international
law to pay compensation to both
the Uni~ed States and Korea."
The Soviet Embassy in Ottawa also refused last week to
accept the Canadian government's claim for comp.>nsation
for lhe 10 Canadians among the
269 victims. Foreign Secretary
Allan MacEachen told the
Canadian Parliament. but the
demand was delivered to the
Foreign Minisl"y in Moscow.

The United States demant!t>d
compensation from the Sovi!'t
Union Monday for the 61
All'ericans killed in the Soviet
destruction of a South Korean
airliner as a pilots' boycott of
flights to M,iSCOW took hold in
Europe and NATO governments
preJ)2red to bar the Soviet
airline from their airports.
Meanwhile. a third body
bl'lieved to be trom the
wrec~:tge of the downe<l jumbo
jet WdS found on Japan's northernmost coast. and the Kyodo
news agency reported the plane
did not crash for more than 12
minutes after one or more of its
four engines was hit by a he~t
seeking mi~ile from a SovIet
fi~ter.
1 hl' t· .S.
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pensation was presented In
Washington by John H. Kelley,
an acting assistant secretary of
state to Oleg Sokolov, secondranking member of the Soviet
Embassy staff. but Sokolov
refused to accept it.
Kelley also tried to gi" e

MacEachen said Canadian
representatives would push the
cl.. ;m aggrf.'Ssively in Moscow
and in such intf'rnational
forums as the United [\.jalions
and the International Civil
Aviation Authority in Montreal

KBSI· TV goes on-air;
should reach S. Illinois
By Terry Leveclle
Entertainment Editor

staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Walkin' in the rain
Mooday's rain, whicb totaUed tw!Henths of an
inch. didn't dampen die spirits of freshmen Sunnie
Yun, computer science, Jeri Mullias, public

reiatioos, and Joan Vanlioorebeke, accOUIIdng, as
dley st;. uUed on Thompson Point. The SUD should
retard today.

mHE standards unrealistic
for som.e students, Sha'w says
8y Phillip Fiorini
St'IIff Writo!r

The Illinois Board of Higher
Education is trying to create
statewide uniform college
entrance requirements, but SIU
Chanceilor Kenneth Shaw says
the requl:-ement~ may not
necessarily be "realistic ex·
peclcotions. "
A(;cording to an IBHE report
addressed at a meeting in
Macomb last week, eight of 10
Illinois public universities,
includ. 'lg SIU. do not specify
what high school subjects need
to De ClJmpleted before entry
into C'oIJege.
The IBHE recommends that

high school students who wish to
attend college should have
completed four years of study in
each of the foDowing areas:
-- English. with emphasis in
written
and
oral
COITImunication
~
social studies. emphasizing history 'and government
mathematics, including
introduction through advanced
algebra. geometry,
trigonometry and fundamentals
of computer programming
- scknces, which would
include biology, chemistry and
physics.
Study of a foreign language
for two years is also encourage....

by the IBHE.
Guidelines need to be set for
entrance requirements, with
the a.:iministralors at the public
universities in the state having
the final decision, the report
states.
Shaw said he ~ no obstacle
in the con~ept of elitablishing
guide!~.~, but warnf;<i that the
board must be cognizant of
realities, as well.
"Not all school distrkts may
be able to offer over the next
rive years the full curriculum
set forth" in the requirements.
he said.
Shaw said the lBHE should be
See IBRE, Page 3

U you havf>n't spun the UHF dial of you. television
lately, the time bas-come.
KBSI-TV of Cape Girardeau,
. Mo., a new UHF station in the
region,
began
testbroadcasting Sunday and
offically opened for business
Menday.
The new independent
station is located at Channel
%J on the dial. The station's
1.8 million watt signal is
delivered from a 200-ft.
tower. KBSI-TV should reach
homes
from
Southern
Missouri and Illinois to
Northeast Arkansas and
Westcrn Kentucky.
"We went into this thing
very seriously, that's wby we
put up such a great tower,"
said general manger Everett
Martin.
The station's programming
is designed to appeal to
everybody, Martin said. "Big
Valley," "The Nowlywed
Game," "The Dating Game,"
and "Staml:y and Hutch .. are
some of the syndiC''lted
programs that will be aired
regularly,
along
with
. children's programs like
"The Pink Panther," ''The

Partridge Family" and "My
Favorite Martian." The
station will also air 16 movies
per week, Martin said.
The station is also equiPS*i
--nr-piek up "Cable News
Network," which will be
aired at 1 p.m. and 9 p.m.
daily, Martin said.
The major owner of KBSI
is a rapidly growing communications corporation,
Media Central Inc., whicb
now owns 10 other 5tations
from Honolulu to Green Bay.
The corporation owns 51
percent of the station. The
remainder of shares are held
by variOUSlrivate investors,
Martin sai .
The station plans to
broadcast frf)m 6 a.!!! to 1
a.m. daily, although boun;
may bl: irregular until the
programming schedule !a
worked out, Martin said.
The first few days are
always the hardest, Martin
said. "We're running about
100 miles per hour to get it all
done.
"Everything is going quite
smoothly, considering we
have 25 new people workinJ
toltether for tbe first time
wftb all new equipment:'
Martin said.

Peltier's law'yers to appeal for ----News Roundup-,
new trial in murder COllviction Heat wal'e continues in California
fly Karen Torn'
.

Staff Writt>r

Lawyers for Leonard Peltier,
the American Indian Movement
lcat:ler I'onvicted of murdering
two FBI agents in 1975, "ill
make a final attempt Wednesday to win a new trial for
Peltier, whose supporters claim
he was framed by the FBI.
The 8t~ District Court of
Appeals ill St Louis will hear
arguments
to determine
whether Peltier will be granted
a hea ;ing in his motion for a
new trial, according to Rick
Gochal of Carbondale, a
member of t"'e Leonard Peltier
Defense Committee.
The court agreed to hear
arguments after 50 members of
Congress filed a motion citing
information they claimed would
reveal "greater investigative
abuse by the FBI than was
previously known at the time of
the trial," Gochal said.
The motion argues that the
"government engaged in the
deliberate deception of the trial
court and the trial jury through
the presentation of evidence the
government knew to be false."
Peltier, who is serving two
life sentences in the Marion
Federal Penitentiary, has
admitted participating in the
shoot-()ut on June 26, 1975 on
Pine Ridge Reservation, South
nakots. that If'ft two FBI agents

and an American Indian dead.
Bul he denies firing the shots
that killed the agents.
Immediatelv after the shoot·
out, Peltier eled to Canada to
escape ;nurder charges. The
FBI traced him to Vancouver.
British Columbia and won his
extradition mainly on the basis
of an affadavit of an Indian
woman named Myrtle Poor
Bear, who claimed to be
Peltier'!, girlfriend.
Poor Bear's afCadavit, which
stated, "I saw Leonard Peltier
shoot the FBI agents," was
largely responsible for Peltier'S
conviction of the two murders in
1977. although she tried to
retract her statements at
Peltier's trial and was denied a
chance to testify.
Peltier has denied ever
having seen Poor Bear before
the trial. And even prosecuting
attorney Evan Hultman, who
maintains that Peltier is guilty,
hai; said that he is "a thousand
percent sure" that Poor Bear
was '!::;.~ on the reservation the
day of the shoot-out
Poor Bear said she si.~ned
the arradavit incriminating
Peltier after FBI ag{'nts
threatened to take away her
daughter if sht> did not
cooperate. Three othE:r Indians
made simiiar claim:;, but
Federal Court Judgl' Paul
Benson refused to hear their
statements.

"The r'BI IS not on tnal
here," Benson was quoted as
saying.
Evidence linking Peltier 10 an
AR-15 semiautomatic rifle thai
killed the agents also was in·
strumental in Peltier's can·
viction. Bruce Ellison. one of
Peltier's attorney. has said he
has acquired. through the
Freedom of Information Act,
government documents that he
claims discount the tie between
Peltier and the murder weapon.
"We can now prove with
scientific certainty that the AR1~ did not fire the shell casing
found at the murder scene."
Ellison has said. "And we can
prove the FBI knew it in late
September 1975."
Gochal added recently that
Peltier's attorneys have FBI
documents that they claim
prove that much of the evidence
presented in the trial was "lies
and contradictions."
"A lot of people feel that
Leonard got a raw deal," said
Gocha\.
U.S. Rep. Don Edwards, DCalif., one d the sponsors of the
motion filed ;., feder?l appeals
court. said thil[ Peltier's
original trial "raised important
questions of governm"nt
policy."
"We believe it is in the interest of all Americans that this
case be retried," said EdwC'rds.

FCC extends AM radio hours
By Terry Levecke

continue to operate two hours
after sunset at an assigned level
of power. according to Matt
The FCC approved a proposat McCann, program director for
. Friday that will extend 'WCIL-AM .
In addition, some stations will
broadcast time for daytime AM
be allowed to sign on at 6 a.m.,
stations bv at least two hours.
The new - policy affects 2200 which is earlier than sunrise in
the winter months, McCann
stations nationwide.
The new policy amends a 50- said. The guidelines telling
year-()Id regulation that limited which stations will go on early
smaller AM radio stations' are still to be released by the
broadcast time from dawn to FCC. But McCann thought his
dusk. When initialed, the station would fall into the early
regulation was intended to sign-()n category.
The new policy will probably
ensure that residents of rural
areas would be able to receivf' become effective Nov. 1. WCILat least one clear radio signal AM in Carbondale and WGGHfrom stronger metropolitan AM in Marion will definitely
adopt the new policy, but som£'
areas.
But today there are enough other area stations are not yet
local stations to service rural sure.
WDQN-AM in DuQuoin has
customers. and less need for the
made no defin; te plans for
regulation.
The
accepted
policy changing broadcast hours and
desier,ates that the smaller AM is not sure if it will. said
Director
Gary
stations will be allowed to Program
Entertainmf'nt Editor

"LOOKIN' FER THE TASTIEST
GRUB THIS SIDE ,I fh, BORDER?"

LOS ANGELES lAP) - California cooked and Los Angeles
stank of smog another day Monday as a heat wave that routed
CI million people to the beaches over the weekend showed no
signs of easing this week.
While a hint of fall was beginning to be felt in much of the
country, Los An~eles tied a 105-year-old temperature record
Sunday, registering 101 degrees on thermometers downtown.
I', was also 101 in Sacramento.

Family f.ghts parole of child killer
CHICAGO (AP) - James E. Degnan Jr. and Betty Degnan
Finn have suffered in silence for "early four decades. But
Monday. as the parole bia of their t>-year-old sister's killer
returned to court, they braved their fears to be there.
"We have lived with this loss and the horror all these
years." said Mrs. Finn. who was 10 when Suzanne Degnan was
abducted from their North Side home. strangled and
dismembered. "I'm doing this for every mother, so they can
sleep at night."

Washington successor su~orn in
WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor leader Charles Hayes was
sworn in Monday to succeed Chicago Mayor Harold
Washington in the U.S. House and said he would push fOl'
legislation to create jobs.
"We've got people out there who are having a little problem
eating and sleeping," Hayes, a 66-year-old vice president of
the United Food and Commercial Workers union, said a~ 3
ceremony in House Speaker Thomas P. O'NeiU Jr.'s office
after he was sworn in.

Harvest rna)' be u'orst in 13 years
WASHINGTON (AP) - Dry, blistering heat has cut further
into this fall's corn harvest, likely to be the smallest since 1970
and barely over half of last :.ear's record crop of 8.4 billion
bushels, the Agriculture Department said Monday. That
almost surely mo:;ans another nudge in 1984 food prices.
The new estimate of 4.39 billion bushels was down 16 percent
- 846 million hushels - from what was forecast just a month
ago, as the August heat and drought cf.ntinued i.1 shrivel yields
throughout major production areas of the Unitt.'d States.

Soviet diplomats expelled for spying

Showalter.
Paul Schamburg, music
director for WMOK-AM in
Metropolis, said the station will
"more than likely" extend its
hours.
George Dodds, OWiit!r of
WGGH-AM in Marion, expre'lSed e:1thusiasm a bout the
proposal as a step toward
completely
deregulating
daytime AM stations and
allowing them to broadcast 24
hours a day.
WGGH-AM and \\'CIL-AM
seem to be the only stations In
the area that would go to a 24·
hour format if it eventually
became
permitted,
bul
&hamburg of WMOK-AM also
said he would like to see additional deregulations.
The new policy i~ estimated
bv the Associated Press as
affecting 600 communities.
which amounts to ahout 46
million people.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The State Department disclosed
Monday that two Soviet diplomats were expelled from the
United States last month as alleged spies, and charged that a
U.S. diplomat expelled Monday from the Soviet Union had
been mistreated.
The two Soviets were identified as Yuri Petrovich Leonov,
an assistant air attache at the emhassy here, and Anatoly
Yevgenyevich Skripko. another attache at t.'le embassy. Both
were decla~ persona non gra ta "for engaging in espionage."
said A.lan Romberg, a State Dep:>...l'tment spokesman.
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PLANE from Page I
later this week. He added that,
in the past. Canada has waited
up to two years for the Soviets
even to answer a diplomatic
note.
The pilots' ban. begun Friday
in Britain. was joined by pilots
in Italy. the Netherlands.
Norwav. Denmark. Finland.
Spain and Sweden. cancelling 14
of the 27 weekly flights into
Moscow from NATO countries.
Pilots of Air France. which
operates six nights a week.
were to join Tuesday, and the
West German Lufthansa. which

operates the remaining seven.
said these would be halted
Thursday.
But the government of neutral
Switzerland delayed dcclding
whether Swissair pilots could
suspend their four weekly
flights to the Soviet capital, and
Finland's state railway began
adding extra passenger cars to
its two daily trains to the Soviet
Union.
Most of the p:.Iots were observing a 6O-day !xJycott agreed
on last Tuesday by officials of
the International Federation of
Airline Pilots Associations.

IBHE from Page I
careful that its actions "do not • gUidelines.
Both Shaw and Somit said
create unfair barriers for some
students." Not all college-bound they expect faculty to consider
students need four years of admission standards during this
acadl!mic year. Standards are
math or "'n~ lie said.
Shaw said the IBHE should expected to be considered by
distinguish between those who the Undergraduate Educational
are planning to major in those Policies Committee of the
fields requiring math and Faculty Senate.
Somit said he would address
science skills and those with
mterests and abilities that may the Faculty Senate about the
take them in different direc- tBRE report at 2 p.m. Tuesday
in the Mississippi Room of the
tions.
For example. Shaw pointed Student Center.
out that the University of
California now requires three
The report states "SIU-C
years of high school math. and strongly recommends that
an additional year for those students complete 'a comstudents expecting to major in prehensive
academic
math and science fields.
program.'" It further states
SIU-C President Albert Somit that high school students
agreed with the chancellor.
"should attempt to complete as
"I'm not sure every student many courses as possible in
should be required to take frur English, mathematics. science.
years of the courses required by etc .• before entering college."
the recommendation." said
Somi!. "There's always a
Public university admission
problem with recommending an requirements for freshmen
X num ber of years of anything
measures student performance
for anybody."
He said the IBHE has the
legal authority to set admission scholastic aptitude as recorded
...·equirements. but is not obliged by the American College Test
to provide funding for high (ACT) and the Scholastic Apschools to meet established titude Test (SAT).
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Printing Plant

Fraud case sentence delayed
By Anne Flas:r.a
Starr Writer

The sentencing date of two
former SIU-C employees who
pleaded guilty to trying to
defraud the University of over
$1 million has been continued
until Sept. Z7. according to Cliff
Proud. assistant U.S. attorney
in East St. Louis.
Barry L.. Bateman. former
director of computing affairs,
and E. Hubert Massey. former
assistant director. each face up
to 20 years in jail and $21.000 in
fines for conspiracy. mail fraud
and interstate transportation of
fraudulently obtained money.
Proud said.
Bateman and Massey are also
two of nine people named in a
$1.4 million computer fraud
civil suit riled by the University
in March.
According to Proud. the
continuance was granted by
Chief Judge James L. Foreman
in District Court in Benton
because Bateman and .Jassey
are in the process rtf giving

depositions for the civil suit.
Shari Rhode, SIU-C legal
counsel. said depositions were
given last week, but added that
she could not predict when the
C?se would go to trial.
"Don't look for it to go to trial
for .a while, it's a long
process,"Rhode said.

The charges stemmed from
fraudulent computer sales and
lease agreements authorized by
Bateman and Massey over a
six-year period. Equipment
worth a little more than $1
million was sold to the
University for more than $2
million.

Dean's hearing date set
By Anne Flasza
Starr Writer
An Oct. 7 pre-trial hearing
date has been set for Robert
Ratcliffe. dean of continuing
education. who was charged
with drunken driving after the
University vehicle he was
driving struck a house trailer
Aug.S.
According to Stan Irvi:!, who
is prosecuting the case for the
Jackson County State's Attorney's office, Ratclirfe appeared with his attorney.
Richard White of Murphysboro.
at the first appearance date

Sept. 7.
"At that time Mr. Ratcliffe
was officially informed of the
charge against him and
released
on
his
own
recognizance." Irvin said.
According to Irvin. any
motions that are filed will be
filed at the Oct. 7 pre-trial. This
is when defendants enter pleas
and decide on either a bench or
jury trial, he said.
Irvin said the maximum
penalty for a conviction of the
Class A misdemeanor of drunk
driving is a $1,000 fine and up to
one year in jail.

CABLE from Page 1
He has contacted five other
cable systems to see what they
offer
in
public
access
programming. The systems ~e
studied also operate In
university communities. though
they are somewhat larger than
Carbondale, but they all offer
much more public access. he
said
"I~ other university communities. they take advantage
of university system and public
library expertise and give
access to various sectors of the
community," he said.
Shipley said the Bloomington,
Ind. System for example. is all
pUbilc access - no local
~rigination.

"Community groups do it
all." he said.
I n for mat ion
fro m
Bloomington says that the cable
system gIves the commumty
"substantial financial support."
in r ~ct 50 percent of the costs, he
said. The rest of .the funding
com~s ~rom the cIty and the
public library.
In Iowa City, lowa's Hawkeye
Ca.bl~vis~on system •. the local
ongmal1on· pubIJc access
budget "Yas ove~ $100.000 last
year. ShIpley saId.
Shipley said Carbondale's
local origination public ~
budget doesn't compare.
"What they've spent in the
past was zilch." he said.

The recommendations by the
special committee also call for
several changes to be made in
the franchise agreement. in-

~~:~~, a :~~ti~~me~~n~o:ci~~
statement from the franchisee
and a requirement for the City
Council to hold a public hearing
prior to approval of rate
changes.
A ra te increase would not
begin until complete 2O-channel
service begins. according to the
recommendations. and the 20channel service would be implemented within one year from
the dale of agreement between
the city an"' TCI.
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Cable complexities
ATTEMPTS to unravel the complexities of cable TV service in
Carbondale are likely to produce only more complexities - and a
wealth of unanswered questions.
Should the city have fought to get Carbondale Cablevision to live
up to its franchise agreement and provide 3k:hannel basic service
and local origination 18 months ago? Sh(>uld Cablevision be allowed
a rate increase if it provides such service? Should negotiations take
place at all? Who stands to gain the most - the ca ble company or its
customers?
Regardless of your concept of what cable TV should be in the city,
you could flip a coin on any of these questions and find folks who
agree with you. But the most significant, and perhaps least considered, poser is at the heart of the debate: Just how many people
are willing to pay more to get improvements in basic service?
NOBODY seems to be asking that one, especially not to the
subscribers themselves.
The city's cable commission is one way that Carbondale has
sought constituent and expert opinion on cable TV matters. That
commission recommended that Cablevision be forced to honor its
contract without a rate increase - which, doubtless, would anger no
subscribers.
The City Council chose instead to negotiate - a decision which by
its nature implies compromise. Compromise, in turn, implies that
Cablevision wiD get some form of compensation in return for basic
service improvements.
But is a tradeoff - rate boosts for service boosts - what
customers want? Or would they prefer that things remain the
same?

~tterS
No corn flakes? It won't stop Soviets
Elsie Speck's letter. which
was printed on Sept. 9, proves to
me that ignorance is living and
breathing in Carbondale. SPEck
'"!lst be one of those people who
thmk that wheat is grown in
supermarkets. Farmers are in
a terrible situation, especially
this year, When the average
crop yield is 50 percent of last
year. The Russian military
committed a violent and
murderous act, but that is no
reason to punish the innocent
cili~ens of Russia by stopping
gram exports.
Tell me, Speck, if you hap·
pened to have a brother and he
had purposely killed someone,
wo~ld you be willing to be
punished also? I doubt it very
mu~h.

weapnns buildup then you
might as well take your corn
nakes ":"1 of your cabinet and
throw them away because you
as a taxpayer are supporting
one of t~e biggest buildups next
to the t;.S.S.R. I hope that this
letter does not make me sound
like I am in love with the
Russian government. because
I'm not. I just don't want the
innocent people of the Soviet
Union to be hurt, as well as the
innocent farmers of the U.S.
By the way. I think I found
that economic brain you were
looking for. I believe the last
time I saw him he was sending
troops into El Sa!vador
Nicaragua. and Beirut. -'
William J. McGlone, Senior.
Education,

'Virgil' strip made light of harassment
V:e feel that the Dailv
Egyptian and cartoonist Brad
Lancaster owe the students.
faculty and staff of Sm·an
apology for the cartoon
"Virgil." which appeared on
the editoral page of the September 6 Daily Egyptian. We
found the cartoon to be
demeaning not only to women
students. but to male students
and faculty as well.
The phenomenon of sexual
harassment has been kept in the
proverbial closet for decades.

IT WOULD admittedly be a costly and tim~onsuming process to
find out the answer. Yet one might think it would be to the eventual
benefit of Cablevision in particular to make some effort to please
customers.
If they don't want more service at greater cost, some subscribers
won't pay for it. Cablevision may find that out the hard way through service cancellations.

Rugby story inaccurate
First of all, I want to say how
thrilled I was to finally see an
article on the women's rugby
team - a prime spot on the
back page and three columns of
information. But, as I read the
article, I couldn't believe how
inaccurately the information
had been reported. I would like
to clarify and correct the
mistakes.
First, Karen Paquin, our new
coach, played the first five
years the club was in existence
as /jCrum half.
~ond, last year we did have
three coaches as the article
statf!d. Two coached the for-

Let's go back a few years to
the Iranian hostage crisis. The
United States, in desperate need
to punish the people of Iran. put
forth a grain embargo. What
most people do not realize is
that we still exported grain to
other "free" nations and, in
turn, they sold it to Iran. So
now, Elsie, you mus: realize
that there is no substitution for
greed.
You are also sadly mistaken if
you think that Russia would
stop bUilding up its arsenal if it
had no corn nakes to put on the
table.
There was only one comment
of yours that I liked, which was
to give or sell grain to the
starving people. But if you
expect to sell only to the ~"'ple
\l'hn are not engaging in the

~:a~~!d ~e t:~~'Ii~:e other
Third, our returning veterans
are. strong but the only one that
comes close to six feet is Britt
Van Buskirk.
Fourth, as for our fund
raising activities, the chili
dinner we sponsored last year
earned the club $275.
Finally, with luck we will
have a good year and better last
season's record. With even
more luck we'll get another spot
on the back page and the information will be correct.
Rarabara Cavolo, president SIU-C Woml'n's Rugby Club.

dup in part to the rpfusal to
ac(,ppt this behavior as a
legitimate problem of students
and employees. The liniversity
Affirmative Action Office has
worked with the various con·.
stituency groups of SIU·C over
the past several years to
develop a policy for dealing
with sexual harassment on our
campus. The first paragraph of
the policy states: "SIU·C is
committed to creating and
maintaining a university
community that is free from all

NO PROBLEM!

~YESIGJ.IT

~/

S~~I

forms of sexual harassmpnt."
We ask that the DE exhibit its
commitment to the main·
tenanC€ of a university eom.
munity free from all forms of
sexual harassmpnl. In the
future. we hope that the DE will
be more sensitive to this issue
by not printing jokes and-or
cartoons that attempt to makp
light of a serious matter
Mary Finley and three
Woml'n's Services.
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Keep underclassmen's cars off campus
By Jim Leu
SUlf Writer
FRESHMEN and sophomores at SlUare not allowed to have cars on
campus. The exceptions to this rule
include students living off campus with
their parents, handicapped students,
students who need a car for their job
and studt!Qts who are at least 21 years
old.
You might think that freshmen and
sophomores should be allowed to· have
cars. For one, they are old enough to
drive and have been for a while. And
they should be mature enough to stay
out of trouble.

e

The current rule, though, should stay
in effect. There are several reasons for
restricting freshmen and sophomores'
possession of cars on campus: &Ilfely,
too much f~om and a lack of parking
space.
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OF CvtTRSE, safety is the most
important aspect. If half of the 8,000
freshmen and sophomores on campus
had cars, then an additional 4,000 cars
W".A1ld be driven around campus. In 1981
and 1982, 455 accidents occurred on
campus, out of the 17,000 cars already
registered with Parking Division.
An increase in the number of cars
would certainly add more congestion on
the roads - and more congestion would
probably mean more accidents. If just
one more failure to stop at a red light or
a yield sign occurs, then more injuries
can be expected.
If an extra 4,000 cars are allowed on
campus, one can expect an increase of
50 accidents per year, based on an
averoge of the number of accidents and
cars registered on campus in the two
years before. This figure probably
would be further increased because of
additional congestion.

SOME STUDIES show that fresh·
men just cannot handle a lot of the
freedom that they have during their
first year at college. Freshmen wbo
don't have cars their first year away
from
home
perform
better
academica.lly than freshmen with
cars. Also, if freshmen and sophomor...;
don't have cars, then they might keep
off the streets and stay out of trouble.
On campus, there are 8,907 parking
spaces. More than 650 spaces are taken
for metered lots, loading zones and
service vehides. That leaves abou.
8,250 parking spaces for over 17,000
students and faculty members who
have decals from Parking Division.
Of course, not everybody has a C?.r on
campus at the same time. But i! only
half of the nearly 8,000 freshmeb and
sophomores at SIU-C had cars, that
would push the total to 21,000 cars for
only 8,251J available parking spaces.
~hat could prove dangerous to off-

campus students and faculty who need
a parking spot.
SOME FRESHMEN and sophomores
will always have exemptions entitling
them to have a car on campus. For the
most part, though, underclassmen
won't be able to have a car on campus
and it should stay that way. This year,
freshmen and sopbomores have been
given three parking lots where they can
store their cars until they need to use
them. The green stick'?!" they need to
buy in order to park there wiD result in
a ticket if the car is parked in another
lot.
Fewer cars probably means greater
safety, fewer traffic problems and a
sure way to avoid a major parking
problem on campus. Remember,
freedom is nice, but too much freedom
can bring some negative results. Keep
the rule and break tiJe5e students in
slowly.

In Philippines,
Marcos is still
U.S. champion
NO OTHER NATION in
Southeast Asia is the focus of as
much U.S. interest as the
Philippines. The U.S. has, in
fact, found a steadfast ally and
developed a love-hate, Jekylland-Hyde-like policy toward
this island, ever since General
MacArthur
stepped
in
Carrigidor in late 1945.
When I was invited to the
Philippines in May 1981 by Imee
Marcos, daughter of President
Marcos,l had the opportunity to
me~t her and other public officials. Imee Marcos heads the
Kabaatang Barangye, the
national youth body of the
Philippines.
President Marcos has been
d"scribed bv international
observers of the Philippines as
a brilliant scholar, outstanding
lawyer, war hero and political
genius. He has also been termed
corrupt, ruthless, a dictator in
den."Cratic disguise.
WHATEVER the judgments
of his friends and enemies,
Marcos appears to be a complex
figure, a man of many parts. He
has proved himself a master of
survival in a place whEre
backstage intrigues and explosive t'vidence have always
been a part of politics.
At 65, Marcos has served
longer in his country's
leadership than any five of his
predecessors - a total of 18
years. Despite persistent
rumors that he is failing in
health, he has shown no outward sign of relinquishing
power.
The recent assl1~sination of
Benigno Aquino can be termed
the most controversial event in
Marcos' long and risky tenure
in Manila's Malacaanang
Palace. Yet he has stood
typically tough in the face of
suggestions by domestic foes
and foreign critics of his
government that he may have
arranged the murder of Aquino,
his No. 1 political opponent and
one-time
University
of
Philippines fraternity brother.

Marcos has served
longer than any live
01 his predecessors

MARCOS' ONLY explanation
so far has been that "a subversive assassin has done this
acting on behalf of the com·
munists to embarrass my
government. "
Marcos has repeated that
growing communist rebellion
led him to declare martial law
in 1972. I became aware of an
open communist presence even
in Zambales, a village
stronghold traditionally proMarcos and only an hour's drive
from Manila.
.
To the contrary, I was also
told by many government officials, including Imee Marcos,
that during this period he
dissolved the congress, closed
down the press, arrested key
political opponents - including
Aquino - seized vast amounts
of wea~,,~s and set about
reorganizing the Philippines
political structure into a new
model ,..r a republic, with a new
constitution.

~--------------~I----
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Jack Prasai
Staff Writer

EVEN anti-Marcos Filipinos
(some belonging to rebel
communist factions) admitted
that martial law brought to the
country's chaotic, povertyridden society some semblance
of sequence and order. After he
ended it in 1981, Marcos won a
third presidential term with 93
percent of the vote - but his
opponents charged that he
rigged the election and undermined the senate's voice.
The U.S., on the other hand, got
most of what it had always
desired - a secure Filipino
president in his nation's cockpit.
A Filipino professor of law
teaching in the national
university told me that the
Philippines' recent political
history had to be judged as a
strictly personal 't>henomenon
- entirely evolved by its
leaders.
FERDlNA:'IID Marcos had a
distinguished but controversial
career before he got into
politics. Born of a father who
was a teacher, lawyer and
politican, Marcos excelled in
school and scored an overall
first in the National Bar exams
with 92.35.
While still in law school he
was accused of murdering his
father'S political foe, but he
argued his own case on appeal
before the supreme court and
won his freedom. During World
War II, Marcos organized the
Philippines' most elaborate
anti-Japanese
intelligence
operation. He became a highly
successful trial and corporate
lawyer in tum, becoming so
wealthy that foes would later
accuse him of enriching himself
in the presidency. He still
denies this, and in fact donates
his yearly presidential salary
entirely to his old law school.
MUCH OF TIlE controversy
surrounding Marcos has centered on his wife, Imelda, a
former beauty queen whom he
married in 1954. Imelda has
been sharing political power
with Marcos by serving in
various posts,
including
governor of metro Manila and
Minister of Heman Settlements.
Mrs. Marcos is widely considered to be the second most
powerful politician in the
Philip~ines, and her activities
in budding grandiose public
facilities and serving as a sort
of world ambassador' for her
country have made her controversial in her own right..
The U.S. government seems
to be well enchanted by the
public show put on by the
Marcos' - strong champions of
U.S. security interests in Asia.
In this light, the August guns
don't seem to have posed a
serious problem to either
Men-cos or to ·the U.S .. having
missed both.

~-----~ewpomt------~
Is liberty from rape possible?

Freedom must be seized...
By Juliana Anastasoff

Student Writer
STANFORD University is the epitome of the
Californian campus - brimming with West
Coast cool and consciousness. Sandal-clad
vegetarian males idealize androgyny at each
tum of the head. Sixty-five percent of the
college-age men polled there admitted to
having a "conquest attituu~" toward women.
How could the situation in Carbondale, with
its thousands of self-defined "party animals,"
be any different? To be sure, it's worse.
From January 1981 to February 1983, 'the
Rape Action Committee in Carbondale
received 73 calls from women who were the
victims of rape, attempted rape, and deviant
sexual assaults. SIU-C was ranked third
nationally in 1977 in a controversial piece of
graduate research which documented the
occurrence of rape on college campuses.
YET IN. Carbondale, again followil\& the
national trend, a minority of these assaults
result in prosecution - because some rapists
are never found, and some rapes are not
reported to the police. These situations reflect
the fact that rape is a personalization of a social
structure in which women are dominated and
oppressed by men.
It's bad enough to be raped by a stranger who
breaks into your house while you are sleeping
- let alone by someone you know, wltich is
often the case. Maybe it's a man in a class this
semester who was two years ahead of you in
high school back home. Or a man you talk to in
the bursar's office each week when you pick up
your paycheck. Or a janitor in the building
where you work late at night. Or an instructor
from last semester who you run into at a bar in
town.

SOUND LIKE paranoia? Hardly. The rape
situation is so critical that $69,095 has been
requested this year to fund campus safety
activities and programs.
In some male minds the very fact that you
are a woman means you ''want it." Feminist
theorists will point out that pre-teen
socialization begins early - little girls are
taught that they must say "no" in order to
preserve their reputations and dignity, while
little boys are taught that little girls will say
"no" and the test of their masculinity is to get
them to do it anyway. Central to this
soeializatiofi' is the belief that every woman
secretly longs to be savagely ravished by an
impaSSioned stranger lurking in the dark.
TIlE rapist-boss-brother-lover-friend-father
who abuses and transgresses us sexually is the
same person who tries to define and control our
sexual and social domain: how and who we
love; the nature and value of our labor and
production. This conquest mentality is the
essential element in all efforts to ::ontrol the
land, lives, and liberation of women and their
people everywhere in the world.
History is witness to the fact that real and
lasting freedom is never negotiated, given, or
granted. It must be seized.
Women mllst first arm themselves with the
realization that the personal is political.
Second, women must cultivate a clear and
sharp rape-consciousness. Third, strong and
swift bodies are imperatives, as they are often
our only weapons. Finally, women must form
coalitions as bases of support and information'.
Be a keen judge of allies and enemies.
Rape demands not only resistance, but
retaliation. The struggle against rape and th~
conquest mentality from which it is borne
should be an f,rmed struggle.

... ant! citizens are getting involved
By Morgan Fallmer
Student Writer

IT USED TO be that when someone cried out
for help nobody listened, or c;.tred, or was
willing to do anything about it. We've all heard
the stories of mid-aftemoon rapes in the middle
of New York City, where onlookers did a lot of
looking aDd not much doing.
Some people in Carbondale apparently have
fmaIly said to themselves, "I'm mad as hell
and I'm not going to take it ar.;more!" I know
I've said it, and apparently others have too.
Carbondale Police Chief Ed Hogan has noted
a recent increase in citizen involvement in the
.rape issue. A.E. Wright,public information
officer ior Ca..·bondale police, said a high level
of involvement has occurred for about a yt'ar.
RAPE STATISTICS for Carbondale in 1982-83
show that those committing rape aren't always
getting away with it. In 1982, four of 15 reported
rapes in Carbondale resulted in prosecutions by
the state's attorney's office. In 1983, half of 14
reported rapes have warranted prosecution.
It doesn't take a mathematician to figure out

that 50 percent of the rapes COnunltted in
Carbondale will go to trial. Wright sees this as
further evidence of the unwillingness of Carbondale residents to tolerate vicious attacks on
women.
An article in the Daily Egyptian on Aug. Ii
reported that commendations for heroism h:ld
been awarded to six Carbondale residents. Of
the six people honored, three were cited for
prevention or a rape.
SUCH willingness to get involved provides
media consumers with an element all too often
missing in the day's news - the story of people
minding their own business, becoming witness
to an attempted rape and subsequently
preventing it.
The signal, if any, to Caroo'ldale rapists must
be such that, by virtue of growing citizen
awareness, the attacker is deprived of the
feeling that he can plunder without fear of
punishment. If the message is being receiv~,
then perhaps the incidence of rape will decline.
With more citizen involvement, maybe other
forms of crime will cLminish as well.
Daily Egyptian.· September 13, 1983,
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Some students may be eligible
for weatherization funding
By Jolul Stewart
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not a lot of flash ... just great copies.

Income eligible students

living oif~mpus can save up to
25 percent Oil their heating and

717 S. illinois. Carbondale

cooling bills by participating in
a
state
weatherization
prrigr"m.
A olle-sixteenth inch crack
around a door is equivalent to a
four inch square "ole in a wall,
and that can increase the cost of
heating a home _,ignificantly,
according to John Stewar~..on.
Jackson County director of th('
Western Egyptian Economic
COuncil.

T;re illinois Weatherization
Program was set up to conserve
fuel and help low income
households save money. and
many student households meet
the program's requirements.
Stewardson said.
Students who rent must have
their landlord's compliance and
meet income requirements. A
household of one cannot earn
more than $6,000 a year, a
household of two $8,000, and so
on i:l $2,000 increrr."nts.
Provisions of the program allow
for locally based crews to make
up
to
$800
worth
of
weatherization improvements
per home.
.
Money considered income
under the program includes
student
work,
graduate
assistantshirs, ~ublic
assistance, socia Sf!('urity, and
the GI Bill. Grants, scholarships and loans are not considered income.
Students who wish to be
considered for the program
must apply to Western Egyp- KeD Sbemeaey of Ellis Grove and JobD KruU of Sparta. Egyptbla
tian Ecomomic Opportunity Electric Co. employees. work at weatherizing a boase.
Cr,unci!'s office in Murphysboro. Eligibilty is det~r·
mined within 30 days, and then increases.
a state assessor estimates what
"Only 16 homes in Carbondale
work should be done. Typically, were weatherized last year. but
the work is done two weeks I expect that nun, her to inafter assessment. Stewardson crease this year." said Rohert
said peonle should apply now to Shroeder of the Western
prepare for the winter heating Egyptian'~ central office in
season.
Steeleville. He said he expects
The weatherization crews ISO homes in Jac kson County to
insulate attics, caulk and be weatherized through the
replace
windows,
and program this year.
CUnt Eastwood in
weatherstrip around doors.
There is no charge for the
Work such as installing storm
windows and storm doors are weatherization work, as the
lower priority items, Steward- program is funded by the
Lobs.....teak. Ihrlmp. catfllh. and
Souther fried Chkk... Dlnnen In
federal government and adson said.
.... Cone_Ion atand.
ministered throu~h state and
"Students should have their local
Shaw Starts at 8:45pm
agencIes.
The
homes weatherized just so they weatherization can be done to
can keep bills the same as last apartments. mobile homes. al.d
vear," Stewardson said in houses as long as other
referring to recent CIPS rate requirements are met.
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Local market for adult video seen
Bv Jot' Walter

starr

Write~

Videocassette playprs in
homes throughout the country
are playing rented tapes of film
fare such as "Inside Seka" and
"Debbie Does Dallas."
They are being playec and
rented ill Carbondale for fees
that average about $10 a day for
a videocassette player and $4 a
day for cassettes.
Rot"rt Yost, manager of
Home Vicif'o Center in Carbondalt., said, "A man will pick
up one for his kids and one for
him and the wife later."
Yost said that of ]'000 feature
film titles available, his store
rents about 130 that are X-rated.
"It's just your standard ),,rated:' said Yost, "nothing real
kinky." Yost said the adult
films constitute about 20 to 2.'i
percent of his business.
Bill Manis, assistant manager
of Curtis Mathis Horne Entertainment Centers, said that
of 1,200 feature film titles he has
available, 142 are X-rated.

has hit its pinnacle yet. The
penetration of machines into the
market isn't great enough yet."
However, not everyone is on
the adult video bandwagon.
Kevin Carlock, a salesperson
at Nalder Stereo, said that while
his store features movies on
videocassettes and players, it
doesn't feature the adult
variety. "So far the store has a

•

policy against it and we don't
plan on offering any in the
future," he said.
Yost, of the Home Video
Center, said, "We've had no
hassle~ or objections. We keep
them out of view."
ManiS said his store has not
been hassled either because
"we don't force them on
anybody."

TONIGHT

-&.

, THE FLESHTONES ,

TOMORROW
=~

t

=

Academy A.ward

Winner Fori
Best~

"We rent out films like "Tl.e
Last Tango in Paris," which
would now rate an R and harder
stuff."
Dwayne Cavitt, owner and
manager of Triette Video which
specializes in adult video fare,
said few people who com~ to his
store are under 30. "We don't
get a lot of "tudents in here." he
said.

Best original Screenplil)'

7&tpm

Best OrIginal Score

Tonight -Friday

Best Costume Design

7 &9:15
$1.50
Student Center
Auditorium

Free motorcycle riding
courses are being offered by the
Safety Center.
One elass will meet Tuesday
through Sept. 24 trom 4 to 8 p.rn.
on Tuesdays <lnd Thursdays and
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
Saturdays. Ar.other class will
meet from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Sept. 23 and 24 and from 9 a.m.
to noon and 1 tn 6 p.m. Sept. 25.

... ~~~~'
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Films
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Motorcycle class
to begin Tuesday

'1.•

Rid_ the escalator
to the 4th Floor
Vlcleo Loun,_

t

t
t
t
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t
t
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SATURDAy, SEPT. 24·IPM
ROMAN ROO
TICKETS 14.00·STUDENT CENTER
CENTRAL TICKD OF~ ~

~TUDENT CENTER

Cavitt sa;d the market for
adult video ilas hit a temporary
plateau in Carbondale. although
he added, "I don't think video

Th longrnating call .

ce

If the girl next door is no
longer next door, you can still
whisper sweet nothings in her ear.
Just pick up the phone. Then pour your heart out, long
distance. It's a nice way to keep a burning love hot. (Or to
rekindle an old flame.)
Say all you want about absence making
heart grow fonder. You'll soon
discover that the best
thing for a
long-distance
relationship is
long distance.

tiji#J
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'Twang Bar King' showcases
melting pot of sou.nds and ideas
By Steve Pavlovieh
Stuc'enl Writer
Adrian Belew, until recently,
walt one of the world's most
sooght-after stumo guitarists.
He demonstrated hiS unique,
exttaodinary talent playing
with the like.<; of Frank. Zappa.
David Bowie, Talking Heads
and King Crimson.
He demonstrates on the
release of "Twang Bar King,"
his second solo LP, that he is
speeding rapidly forward,
leaving his session days in the
wake.
"Twang Bar King" is a
melt'ng pot of musical ideas.
The songs are as varied as the
artists he has worked with. And
even though Belew never
played guitar with the Beatles,
it doesn't stop him (rom opening
the album with a rowdv version
of the 196.'1 Lennon-McCartney
rocker ''I'm Down." Belew's
powerful vocals on the cut
proves that he isn't limited to
just playing guitar.
The fierce rock and roll of
"I'm Down" is juxtaposed with
the milder licks of "I Wonder."
The cut, at fir!Ot. sounds
distinctly similar to Zappa's
"Zoot Allures,"
but
IS
characterized by Belew's
distinctive twang.
If a direction is set by the first
three songs, "Sexy Rhino," a
short rhythmic-steel, synthesized-vocal cut. makes one
listen again. This song. as in the
title cut from Belew's first solo
LP. "Lone Rhinocerous,"
refers to the inhumane
slaughter of the thino for it's
horn, which cont.l.ins an alleged
aphrodisiac that brings money

..

Album courtesy of
Records
.. '
.

Plaza

A1bum~
GRevlew ~
more than any other such
substance.
"Another Time" could have
very well been performed by
Diana Ross and the Supremes.
Its distinct Motown sound again
domonstrates Belew's ver·
satility and willingness to experiment witli different styles.
It is this versatility that keeps
the album interesting.
The last cut on side one, "The
Rail Song," is a distinctive
modern American folk song ala
Bruce Springsteen. but instead
of writing songs about factory
towns, Belew sings of the
vanishing railroads.
"I watched the begining of the
end for her, When I saw my first
jet airline. Flying :herhe3.d like
a bird of prey. while the mighty
fell in the land of the brave."
Side two demonstrates even
more of Belew's diversity.
"Paint the Road." an extremely

fast bop-rock mix features a
fantastic soprano sax line by
Bill Janssen that would make
most jazz musicians grE!f'n with
envy.
Just as Belew's musical
styles differ on "Twang Bar
King," so does his attitude
toward his various subjects.
Songs like "Fish Head" have
humorous lyrics in the style of
Frank. Zappa. "Yes, he was a
fish head, His frontal lobe a
retread:'
Simii .. rly,
"The
ideal
Woman" contains comments
from
various
Cincinatti
residents asked on the street to
describe the perfect woman.
"independant. gorgeous, rich,
powerful, liberal Yf't romantic,
of course she'd have to have the
perfect figure."
The last cut "Ballet for a Blue
Whale," i~ performed entirely
on a Roland guitar synthesizer
and acoustic guitar. Belew
plays with a serious, almost
mournful style that includes
sounds identice 1 to the recorded
voices of the nlUe Whale, the
majestiC giants of the sea that
are facing probable extinction
in the near future.
Of the many styles "Twang
Bar King" incorporates, there
is one common thread - Adrian
Belew's unquestionable talent
as a creative guitarist, singer
and songwriter. From rock and
roll to jazz to motown. Belew
delivers finely crafted music.
Adrian Belew is working on
making his name as well known
as those masters of musical art
whom he worked with in past
venutres, like Frank Zappa or
David Bowie.

Makanda

MUFFLERS

$19.95

Cedar Creek Rd. 549-3675
Most American Cars

.. Tires

Computer Balance $14.00
Battery

CUSTOM

PIPE
BENDING
• Complete
MuHlerand

Tailpipe
Servk~

• Fair Prices
• Fast Service

$39.95

PEERLESS
mIL aUlD .ADI"~
PI55/8OII.13
PI65/1IOII13
P175n5-13
pl85nSR·l~

* plus installation
*most American cars

The music,
The beauty,
The legend ...

Judy
Collins
Friday, Sept. 30. 8:00 p.m.

Sl3:8CI: 10.50, 9.50
Call 453-3378
~

tccJ

Shy rock Aud~torium
Celebrity SerIes
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ANGEL FLIGHT ISN'T;
-A Military obligation.
-A religious organization
-Short hair.
Angel Flight New Member Night
Saline Room - Student Center
Thurs.., Sept. 157:00-9:00 p.m.

A -presentsr=!,~ 1l1( ~
~ti(

I,.'

,-ti,

f)K

.,~ : Sept. 13, 1983 ,~,-."
11"1 : 4pm-6pm _ltd,
Jl
i

!

l1app~' ~(UJ' "-(Whiskey Sour 10~

Davis Auto Center

Rt 51

ANGEL FLIGHT IS:
-A chance for you to get involved in your
school and community.
-Good times, good friends.
-For males and females.
-A non-Military service organization proud
to be sponsored by the Air Force ROTC.

$12.95

Brake Special
Fronl
t'is< 8rok..

Drum & Disc

$39.95

$d9.95

Brok ••

•• Full Tread Plys
0/ ;>olyester
eWhitewalis
Size
A78-13
87!1-13
08-14

E78-1~
F78-14
G78.14
H78.1 ~

---+-h.",.•.:i'ii

FAA to fund
construction
of $1.2 million
control tower

Southe-m Dlinois Airport will
have a new $1.2 million air
traffic
control
tower
operational by July 14, 1984,
according to Eugene J. HaU, air
traffic manager.
The six-story facility will
have new radio and electronic
equipment and will replace the
present tower which has been
'1perating since 1955, Han said.
A $702,000 contract for the
construction of the building is

being

done

by

Interstate

~~I~~~~n~~O'n~wH~:~~~~rc

eqUipment will cost approxlmatly $400,000 to $500,000,
according to Jack Lewellen,
Federal
Aviation
Administration engineer who is
supervising construction and
installation of the equipment.
The FAA is funding the
project, according to Gary
Schafer airport manager.

ACCOrding to Hall, visiblity is
limited at the present tower and
the new tower will increase the
air traffic controllers' vision of
Oipt patterns.
With the increase in size of the
tower, Southern Illinios Airport
could have the capacity to be
promoted to ar. approach
control airport in future years,
Hall said. It is now c1assif~ as
a visual flight rules, or VFR,

~;~~:!!:~iii~

airport.

Health and
Fitness Guide
PHYSICAL FITNESS
Basic CaaoeiDg - Instruction
from noon to 6 p.m. daily at
Campus Lake Boat Dock.
Open Dancercise - Sessions
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Mondays and
Wednesdays at the Recreation
Center East Patio, from 5 to 6
p.m. Mondays and Fridays in
the West Gym, from noon to 1
p.m. T·.resdays and Thursdays
in thP. West Gym and from 11
a.m. to noon Saturdays in the
West Gym.
Shape Up - Learn to design
fitness program 7 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday in the Golf Room.
Recreational Touring Rides fOf" cyclists offered at 9
a.m. every Sunday beginning at
Shryock Auditorium.
Recreation for Special
Populations - Various activities 7 to 9 p.m. every
Thursday in the West Gym.
MIND-BODY -SPIRIT

Overcoming Back Pain - 3 to
5 p.m. Wednesdays Oct. 5
through Oct. 19 at the
Recreation Center. Interested
persons may register by calling
536-4441.
Stop Smoking - Meets 7 to 8
p.m. Tuesdays until Oct. 11 at
the Recreation Center.

Family Palla N

t1\ :-.~ .

Mon·Tu.·Wed
..I PM

All You Can Eal

Salad. Soup. Pizza· Pasta
Adults '2."

Chlldren.1."
(4-11'

1700W.
Main

549.
7323
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IT'S A
ECORD
SALE
fI Top Artists
fI Major labels

,. Hundreds of
selections - pop to classic
Stereo LP Albums
Cassettesi Box Sets

Time Out - Alternative
happy hour from 7 to 10 p.m.
Friday in the Television
Lounge.

PRICES START AT $ 2.98

Mua.ALI
...aul VALUI
Safe & Lock
Depart....nt
For all your
Security Need.
Fully Equipped
Shop
S~rvjce Calls Too'

529-3400

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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Photographers
to give lectures,
discuss their work

Today's Puzzle

By Sara Lyter
Staff Writer

A series of public lectures
featuring documentary
photographers and their works
will be presented and sponsored
by the College of Communication nnd Fine Arts and
Ihe Cinema and Photography
Department.
The
series,
titled
"Documentary Photography:
An Element of Contemporary
History," is being made
possible by a grant from the
National Endowment for tilt'
Arts. According to Duane
Powell, assistant professor in
the Cinema and Photography
Department, the grant awarded
is a Visual Artists Forum
Grant.
. 'This is a very prestigious
award. Very few are given out
- we're lucky to have gotten
it," said Powell. He said
Research and Development
Administration has also helped
to make the series possible.
Additional grants are pending
with the Illinois Arts Council
and the Illinois Humanities
Council.
Powell said that one of the
purposes of the series is to allow
people to see that documentary
photography can be important
to society. "It has an effect on
society and the viewing of
history. It has a historical
vantage point as well as a social
vantage point."
The format for the series will
consist of a presentation of the
artist's work, either on slide or
of the original, in the evening
with an informal conversation
with the photographer the
folloWing day. While the lecture
is open to the public, the subsequent discussion is intended
for students. However, others
interested in attending may
contact Duane Powell in the
Cinema and Photography
Department.
The work of Jill Freedman
will be featured at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday in Davis Auditorium,
Wham 105.
Freedman has published
several books, including
"Circus Days" "Firehouse"
and "Street C~ps." For six to
eight months, Freedman
traveled with the Clyde BeattyCole Brothers Circus, taking
photographs of the life of a
circus performer.
The material for her book
"Firehouse" was gathered in
Manhattan where she went to
with the firemen. The
result was a collection of strong,
graphic photos showing what it
is like to be a fireman from a
fireman's point of view.
Powell described Freedman's
style as being much like that of
Eugene Smith, Dorothea Lange
and Cartier-Bresson.
"She goes out like a writer,
but instead of wri~:s she
takes pictures. It
es a
strong, graphic statement,"
said Powell.
See PHOTO. P.~e 11
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September 15, 7:30p.m.
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are on Page 9.
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VEGETABLE BUFFET BAR!

SO ~-.

51 Free-for.....
S2 Jogs

36 AdhN'a'\1

55,,"00.-.

Choose from •.. Nutritious 'N' delicious, .•
Potaii.'eS••• Com••. Green Beans••• Pinto Beans•••
Cabbago ••. Broccoli in Cheese Sauce... Carrots...
Peas., .llIacaroni and Cheese, .. Plus 3 Tasty and
Nourishing Breads••• Corn Bread... Rolls ...
Grecian Bread!

56Ruftle

eo l..,.,

Served 4:30 to 9:00pm
7 DavsA Week

$2.99

Enjoy! As many
trips as you like!
Children Under 12 only $1.99
Choice of delicious entrees only $1.00
with the purchase of the vegetable buffet!

ern

sIGma Gornrna

-,Valw,..J l7o/tuumal HrallA .~H(I IIUf1""JI'l

Attention' All HED Majors,
Minors And Allied Health
Education Professional Students.

Carbondale, IL Rt. 13

We are recruiting Members for '83-'84.
Here's your chance tC" join a recognized professional organization fer students who are
dedicated to teaching, research and service.
Interested?
Contact: Kathryn Hennlnlson
121 Llnlle Hall
HEDOffice

Deadline: Sept. 15.5:00 p.m.

453·2777
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Breast fepding program schedulpd

Freedman has exhibited in
over 49 one-woman or group
shows. She has received the
American Society of Magazine
Photos Award for Photographic
Books. In 1973, she was awarded
a grant from the National
Endowment of the Arts-..
Both Freedman and Susan
Meiselas are leaders in the field
of documentary photography.
Powell
said
that
few
photographers go to the front
line of a war or into a burning
building as these two women did
and make it out alive.
"These are people making a
statement. sticking their necks
out." Powell said. "It's
something they feel strongly
about."
Other photographers who will
be featered are:
-Robbert Flick. currently
teaching at USC. who will be
featured in early October.
-Geoffrey Winningham.
currently teaching at Rice
University in Houston. TX who
will be featured in November.
-George Tice. a master
printer
in
documentary
photography who will speak in
January.
-Howard S. Becker who will
speak in early February.
Becker is a sociologist who has
written a number of books on
documentary photography and
has had articles in several
ph'ltography journals.

A two-part program for
pregnant women in their fourth
through
ninth
m.>nths,
"Breastfeeding: A Special
Gift," will be presented by (he
Jackson
County
Health
Department.

-Bruce Davidson who will be
featured in A~ Davidson has

r~~iS~~e:t." Th~it~ "~as~

collection of photos taken by
D::.vidson in Harlem in New
Yorlr r.ity.
Susan Meiselas, a free lance
photographer from New York
City will also be featured.
However, no date has bee'! set
yet

...- ....

The session will be from 7 to
11::10 p.m. Mondays St>pl. 12 and

19 at the Jackson County Health
Department, 342-A North SI. in
Murphysboro.

There is a registration fee of
53 and space is limited. Those
interested may register by
calling the Jackson County
Health Department at 687HF:LP.

r-' fllllk.wJ&l{Uo,L J
-.~

Be a Pm1y to Something
Wonderful! Hostess an
l..JndercoverWear
lingerie Party

~---

~

arafter
year, semester
after semester,

therol~JUn ftOOl Fidelity Union

Lite

has bt-~n th~ most acceptc·d. most popUlar lif. insurance
prOJrl'llm on campu"". all over Am.ri .. a.
Find out .. hy.

Cont8ct: Les Palmer
Benning Square
Suite 203

457·3581

"

Union~fc

-Campus BriefsBRIEFS POLICY - The deadline
for Campus Briefs Is DOOD two days
befor.. publication. The briefs must
he ty" .. written aDd must indude

!~e:i ~.:. &~~a::

=::r;:.:::

number of the penOll 811bmittlDg tbe
Item. Items should be delivered or
mailed to the DaUy Egyptian
newsroom.
Communications
Buildlag. Room 1247. A brief will be
published once and on I" a8 space
allow..
JACKSON COUNTY Tuberculosis
Care and Treatment Board will
hat :;,;:
~t~)a~k!o~
C~y >iiealth Department, 3~::-A
Nortl1 SI.

dhfce

Meet

PI SIGMA Ervilon. I1rofessional

~~~~e~r~~;r~elli!~eC~~~Zins~I~~

management will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in Lawson 221.

PRE-VET Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in Ag 132.
A

VIDEO

show llbout

in-

}~~~~~~c~~~~~ ~a~: ~~e3.

will be presented at 7 p.m. 'uesday
in the Missouri Room.

8m

SKYDIVERS will hold an

'3::Mr:;~~~ aA~Ei~' Tuesday in

GAY AND Lesbian Peoples Union
will have a steering committee
meeting at 6 p.m. TUesday in the
~~~!f.0n Room. Officers will be
GAY-BISEXUAL men's su!JPOrl
groups are being formed. peoll!e

~~'b~re;n~r~:ttf.all e

CAREER COUNSELING will give

~rg:~ ~ 3i~~~~:~

Woody Hall 8-142.

TIME MANAGEMENT WOl'ksI!OP

~~v~~v: ~r ~~t~~~Ir:
Faner 2010.

TEXTBOOK

READING

and

r;~~:!:=~
'F~ne~ r:lf::
Supportive Services.

special

WOMEN, FEELINGS and rood

~ll ~~e~~C3!:v'f:~!~e:
~unseling Center from

noon to 2
p.m. Wednesday at Quigley Lounge.
WOMEN'S CAUCUS will meet at

~:~.W:~~1~la~cl:n~ea~~~:
professor Joann Paine will be the

speaker.

MORRIS LIBRARY faculty will
give tours at 3 p.m. Wednesday and
~:~.Ra'riorh~r:.aY beginning at tbe

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thmg business
students have always needed,
this is it: an afford .. ble, husiness-oriemed calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-H, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in bus mess
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - (he ones that
usually retJuire- a 101 of time
and a stack of reference hooks,
like pres<.'nr and future value

calcuhuions, amortizations
A powerful comhination.
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA-35 means you
theBA-35 Studenr
spend less time calculating, Busmess Analyst.
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just parr INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business cuurses: the Bu.sines5
Anahst Guidehook. f:lusmc's
prof~ssors helped us write it.
tu hell' you get the m"~t PlIt
of c<llcuiator and c1nsSTlM.m.

Ji:'V

TEXAS

AUDITIONS WILL be at 7 p.m.

~d~~~~l ~i:a~~:scJ:~~~~

to be held Nov. 5.
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TO SE1'TLE ESTATE. Newer 3- , .. SPIDER WEB. ,: BUY and sell

74 CHEVY STATION Wagon,

~'h~ei. r~n~g~o3,ir$7ir8A!B.tilJ.

684-5430,

.. Classifled InformaUo.. Kales
.. IS Word Minimum

'I

Motorcycl..

dalhree Cf' Four Oay-'l «ntl. per

.

1976 HONDA 750. new tires, windshield. and seat. Custom pamt and
pises, lots 01 chrome. Low
~_~: excelJent conditi~~~7

WCj.!~·e~rudN~ Oa~7 ~entl per
-:~
~ln'eteen Oay&-& ~enu

r:.

Oa~S

2419Aa21 ,

V, W, RABBIT 1975. Rebuilt i
engine, break job, new shock. l
$1250. 549-5204.
242OAa21

One Oay-IO ~entA per word
, minimum $1.50.
Two Oay_9 ~enl8 per word. per

per word. per day.
pe-::Wwe::a. ~~rM.b~.

I

ro'::
:KJ~~.~~~o.Crl:! n~~~
bedroom.
FMHA financing.

~~:Aent shape. Must sell. t~ilfi'9

D~soto

TYPEWRITER,
SPERRY-Remington,
SHlOI.
excellent condition. 2-i!lemer.!s.
529-2313
days. 457-0263
$300.
~-~-=--------: evenings.
B2332Af20
I
1975 FIFTH A''r:NUE, 12x56. 2

2

bedrooms,

:~c'h~~~~n:~e~lPf~~' ~c\~

1974 KAWASAKI: 250 Enduro,low

~~9sive

The Dally Egyptian cannot be
responsible for more tban one
day's In~orre~t Insertion. Advertisers are relpunsible for

rJ~~'a~~

RENT TO OWN part 'll your rent

betwe~~

m::;~e~~rw~~~~~~~!i1~~~~

must be
paid in advance excer;!t for those
accounts with established credit.:

evenlllgs, $1495 ~,o, 457-4654,
2387Ac19

5~9575

19811 DATSUN 200SX. Light blue.
automatic. air. am-fm cassette.

(call Shinya).

. Hwy. 51. 549-3000.
I

1980 HONDA CB750K Dohc Vetter '

I

fairing, trunk, new header and
tires. Well kept. $200. negotiable.
549-1755.
2432Ac2fi

~J~d::.~t!: t>!~a:;ner. L~::

2219Aa29

I

1

I

INSURANCE

1979 ARROW GT. 40.200 miles.
air. rower brakes. new tires. Must

I,,:

L_ Mcoltorcycle h i. .

~f~ ~s~ft~fls~~~·30~~t

Also
• uto, . . . . . MoWle ......
HeaIth. ......... & Gf'Oup

Good

~tn:';o~k~ ~\ ~~\o~e:~~. s~~
~f::~~ ~fii~:ioso ~!f:i

.oICH

• 'LAKE OF EGYPT"
owner built 2700 loot home

!~31~!:!'1i\~. ~~lt~~. ~~~

El[celle~

~~Sa~t~~i:. t;~

1979 DATSUN 310. Metallic blue,
excellent condition, like new.

~~~~~.w:.~~:ms't

4I'H1.

2393Aa20

19'18 PONTIAC GRAND P"rix. AMFM cauette, A-C, tilt, bucket

~c~p::~~,:.\~=:
S38OO-besl 45H408.

23MAa20

1981 AMC CONCORD, &-cylinder,
stereo, I!Ower steerinl and
brakes~.air, til~ good mlieage,
must &ell, S4500 v."B. O. Call M93480.
2398Aa25

Newer
2.29

QII

GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH. 80
acres, QII lood road, 40 tillable. 2
creeks, &pn!ll. cave, bounded over
50 percent by lorest preserve in
Po~ County (45 miles from
Carbondale). Has 7 room house
us

~:~ ~~:nErn~

SAVE

MAVERICK 1976. FAIR condition.

handling charge). =igan
residents add 4 percent sales fax.
To order: Send name, address, and
check or money order made
~ayable to The Evewreens Co.,

NICE REMODELED HOME.
Full basement QII one acre in Anna.

1972 TOYOTA MARK 11- ~xcellent
coodition, reasonably pnced, 529-

1~ ~a.re7~~~, 8fter~17

pa~e

LOTS

I

WITH

:::ri:t~"J.t~e:.' ~4A:

!I Siding
OLDER 4 BEDROOM Home with
\ carport, lull basement,
centra gas .. air, and kitchen
appliances. A steal at $23.500. Call
684-5683.
2421Ad23
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PARK TOWN APTS
CARBONDALE

P.rfotd tor mo+ure prof.... ionaL
800+ sq. ft. in a 2 bedroom apar1·

image. Lighted, GH-str. .t parking,
oeparat. lockabl. sto"'9l'. cabl.

I

pQJliac~DJI ~35

pets.

O_WIll_ _.........
51. S. Unl-.Jty

~~boro Park District. ~A~

1

SDOrtln, Good.

I Hou....

"7-7M1

549-2454

1980 HOBIE CAT 16' sailboat. : MAKANDA TWO BEDROOM
Excellent condition, some extras., house,
$200, 664-Q74.
B21S9Bh28
$2100. 54!HU35 after 5 P-'i11i62Ak21
THREE BEDROOM ONE person
needs two more or would rent to
12 GAUGE SHOTGUN, a,.tomatic'll
$100.00. 549-8168.
2414Ak19 th~n n~cluS::p~!at $!~'S:ar:~
~ished availahle immediately.

ft&~(;rus20d:i::r ~I}& ~or ~3

~~~~ea:b-~~ lor qu~~Jiz

CARBONDALE.

QUALITY

:nrt=t~~~ca':a=

r~~i!f:~d ~t:~nm~

893-2900, 893-2340 anytime or 5367575 weekdays.
BI83'lAd22

5 MILES CAMPUS, 3 bedroom, 21
bath1: family room, s.'n~orCh'l
pier, ISh, swim. $92.000. ~l~

good tires, new battery. 45~~1

MONEY!

~e)(for ~~1a:alco~

11m OPEL.

2427Aa20

A11-.', T.V.

DOG OBEDIENCE CLASSES. i
Novice and advanced. Mur- i

~Iow noise blank cassette tape

1974 TOYOTA CORONA Station

$170. 529-1953.

Someone you know knows I·
me and has learned that T.V.
and St.reo Repqirs need not
be expensive no" time-consuming. Free E5ti~lates.
Some-Day-Service. and High
Tech Knowled90 permit me
to make repqirs tor les~. like
thot someone, Call: 5.49·5936
And save .

:,~~~~;~r:.hop,l~l~

CARBONDALE - AITRACTIVE
FOUR bedroom brick on acreage.
Well located. 549-6676.
2373Ad19

::t'-;3, ~f4T.callY goOd~

COUNTRY-PARK MANOR
I-Bed. $160
9 & 12 month contractS.
30 dov contracts also
available.
All with Private Both,
A/C. and Kitchen Fac .
Newly Remodeled
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with
Approved Credil.
Call 529-1741
SlCURm PA TIlOLLiD

EFF-$135

Pet. & Supplle.

GOOD ASSORrMENT OF used
black" white and color TV's. $65

available. Cal[ collect (314) 2313533.
1780Ad20
ALTO PASS,
LOVELY 3
bedroom. frame home, fireplace,

=,

N'-24M 457·7941

BLOODHOUND-RED BONE
TV. Located behind CartY Klal.
PUPPIES.
8-weeks,
shots.;
Clinic. S350fma Now .howing.
wormed, males-females, $60 ea.::h,
Murphysboro. 684-3386. after:
WaodruH Services
6::llpm.
2363Ahl8 .
"57-3321
DOBERMAN
PUPS.
AKC!~------------------~
registered, 2 males, 2 females.
Now taking Foil and Spring conl,act.
Black-rust. shotll. $60" $65. 1-985- ; 10< eHlcienc:ieo. I bedroom and 2 bed·
4i803.
2379Ah20 i room apt, 3 block. from CarY.pus. Na

JENNY'S ANTIQUES " used
furniture, Carbondale. Buy and
seL.. Old Route 13 west. Turn south
Midland Inn Tavern. Go 3 miles.
549-4978.
BI647Afl8

P~i8?t':s~~I~~~~ leWl:cl
~:''::.;:~C:y~IU7'~~ ITn~'

:!~:.ar=s. drapesi~3[g

:l~oo~_th t

"""1111...
(2 bik•. from Camp"')
51.'.....11....

457-7_

BETA VIDEO FILM rentals.
Largest selection in southern

bathrooms, fireplace, beat pump.

I

EHiciencies ond 1 bedroom opts. No
peh. laundry f«iI'ties.

14-1 TELEVISION

2343Ae28 i

Mlsc.llaneous

:f:eerd;~, f;:''::r 'b:~'io!~,n::1:e

2375Aa2O

Now Rentjrg for Fall ond Spring.

...-.t AIr.~. patio .,. balcony

__ Ihtat.

2365Aa19

couples, $235 plus utiliti",,", call
Dennis. 536-5561.
2412Ba19

RENTAL
SALES
REPAIR
T.V. RENTAL$4/WEEK
SALE ON ALL NEW ZENITHS
useD COlOR T. V. 's FOfiI SALE
$160'()() UP
T.V. REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES
71 S S, ILLINOIS AVE.

AIR, new
pa;nt, in town court, 101150, Ken,

WildwOod M~i1e Home. lot No.59. '
Phone after 6pm, 529-2839·
2402Ae20

T' Quartz Holagen Heod litht,
he· $3.."
ON SAlE for.11." While They Last
' <' Mil. South of,... "'- 549.(1531

use for student, $500 or best elfer.

• 80.

2345Ael8i

f!~.p~~-n;'~~~ ~)fc.~e~~c6r~::~~;

~~~~P~~~~;~.' $300. 42410~~1

$!'iOO. WOODSToVE,

1979 14x60 2 bedroom mobile home. I

1m PINTO, RUNS, aroond town

MAZDA 626,

8102, 54&-5555.

,

~~~~i:~in utilitll~~ aw;(~: I

air. excellent condition, best offer.
2311iAa2O
Must sell. 54!Hi884.

19t4 PO!fflAC VENTURA. Very
g~d condition. must ~ell. $800,
DIfOtiable. 457-7Deve~aI7

~~~~sr:~~1~~~IMa~{ ~e t~

~j[tio~~iU~~ion. vegJX~~1

B234OAal8

o.b.o. 457-6383.

HUGE 14x70. FULLY carpeted,

~or~h~ .!r~ed~~,~~~~~

1976 CHEVY IMPALA. Good
condition. air, power. new exhaust

529-5953, anytime.

B2310Ae32I

Bruce. collect, 314-364-1352, 9 am2:30 pm.
2383Ael9 j
1970, 12x60, 3 bedroom, washer" i

Newly

'77 FOm, MUSTANG - Am-Fm,

Wed~~fi~p~~~i~o peo~~9

SPACIOUS I-BEDROOM FOR
rent close to shop. laundry and

CARBONDALE, AVAllABLE1~1 ~D-e-o-r-C-u-s-to-m-e-r-:---------'

rebuilt engine Needs body worlt.
$12000. B. O. 1-893-4345.

~:r~C:81s~' $850~

~r~~id~.cl~~~ R~i~i~

~E:I:.:c:t~r:o:n=I:C.===:::=~ ~;r~~'en?uIElvaft~~ebem-r~~

1972 12x55, TWO bedroom, ac, !
wood burner , appliances, $2500. i
529-3620 after 7pm.
2323Ael8l

52!,.2771.

AY ALA INSURANCE
4S7-41~-:"

2325 <\a18

CARTERVlLLE
EFFICIENC":
APARTMENTS
Furnished.
water paid, Sl;,}-month. Im-

J&J Col... H3 S. 111457-6131

:!~afeB~~~'le J~~~~o~~-:

2385Ac21

2233Aa19

VW SQUAREBACK.

2392Acl8

~~~i~n~~~.t;~~,~:~~lent

MUSTANG. 1980. Foor speed four

For Anything ')f
Gold Or Silver
Col ..... J ....lry.Ct- .hltp-a"

~~~~.(behind Universitl~ido

1975 KAWASAKI 900. Kerker

~;~~t :~~~,I~~~~_~~dition.

I

IOx50. NEWLY REMODELED-'
with larl!e bay window . • mATARI 400. 16K,
Program
Basic. missile com:::;~i:a~ t~~:'~st~g~~i!~ . recorder,
mand Asteroid Black Jack &
instruction proEramf.. Two ;oy
r~~!s~~, =-e~!~~ p~~t~ sticks.
I-yr. ola: fireat be~ner

~~~Itfo~~~~~.l C!«~~&e~:

Automobll••

1917Ae21

1980 14x60. Underpinned. central
BETA VCR RENTAL.
Car.
air, all electric. Moving, must selL !
$10,000. 549-1686.
2146Ae17 i bondale Video Films. 1182 East

~!:o~a~ug~~e rac~: SY!~ ~~e~

FOR SALE

1m

INSTANT CASH

}::;~'s~~rt~~s!~ai?e~~:d

:tis~ re.~~ =g~~gotia~lr~9

1980 HONDAMATIC 400. Low

ne~i~er~~~~i'

p.m.

fr:i~l~:~r:eh~~: ;i~~~T.

air. dishwasher. 5~35~. 1893Ae21

10t50, 2- BR. PARTLY furnished.
rotatmg antenna. &-C. shaded lot,

1975 MOTO GUZZI 850, new
Harley. red paint. new battery,

1976.

i

Ki~i

lot. Pets

KE 125 KAWASAKI 1981. excellent
2369Ac19
condition. 6117-4452.

if s:, b~ a~o~~I~~na~~~a!rt6'!

CARLO.

d:;o.
I
yar , ~an stae; on same ,

condition, Call-l57-2459.

~~::~~\:~1:i~f:.nditi~lf~

2574 a'ter 5:30pm.

d

1979 HONDA CX500 Custom with
helmet, 8,000 miles, like new. 5~ I
1329, leave message.
2331Ac20

the rate applicable for the nwnber

of insertions it appears, There will

MONTE

ence

FOR SALE: CHEAP reasonable

your ad. call ~331l befcno 1%:80
_
for caneenation iD the nut
day'. illsue.

=

i

:~. ~~~~~~~~~.b~X~

=ity~'o~c:;r o:dw~tP:,a::n~j

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apt. 504 S. Rawlings. Available
immediately. $222 mont~J, Lease.
rll1 pets, 457-7941.
2276Ba2S

i

f~~B~:e~~~' wi~e~Ts~rte~l1,E

197'l KAWASAKI 350. $375 or best
of!er.alter5:00p.m.,Paul,5294841,
2320Ac17

advertller wbld! lessen the value
of tbe advertisement will be ad-

3-BEDROOM FURNISHED. 407
~nl~. Across rrom nBz~Ii3i

FIREWOOD OAK &. Hickory. 1I 987-2468 or 1-987-2840. arter=tss
air, I

P'.Iblication. Anything ~d
alter 12: 00 noon wiil go in following
day's publication.

=~I~ :~"tb":Ir.:;t"J ::

FURNISHED 1-2 BEDROOMS.
Bring this ;..:1 and gpt I month free
rent. 5~ 1715, 457-ti956. 222OBa29

51, close t~ o.:ampus. S6OOO. 457-11033. :
180IAe20

Apartment.
NEW ONE BEDROOM apartment,
all electric. wllter and trash plck~ct!~~~13. or; besutiful ~~B~78

I OFFICE

Will conSIder finanCing ana
reasonable offers until Sept. 25.
1983, Norman Hall. 54~zi37Ad33

strapped.

529-4097,

JF.T Iloat. 455 Olds. ex-

I

5087, a.m. or457-7736alter:Mi:rC22

i'i:~~.::!~~:~~e::~t ~o;:

18 Pr.

~=e3.Cp.~:~::n~i~~'h. p:,,"ISo.i

MUST SELL 750 Honda Motor-

All Classiried AdvertisiM, must

:Pg:r~it~~fra<ianti'lue~,:(80

Mobile Home.

~~kr.:;;. ~~,Jo~':' C~:!~

«IIts

g~~~~. C~d~r Pt~~!k $4~~~

$55,000, Lots of 51 South. I acre:

I

. ~~1

Musical

I ~a~~o~t~~K'~;~t
I

FLAMENCO GUI1AR LESSONS! : 5 ROOM BRICK house. full
E~enced ~ormer teaches all
levels. Also, beginners in most
~a~e:.~~~a~r~w~o!l~~.&~rtother styles, includir.g classical
2250Bb16
Call 687-4960.
1796An20;
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
REHEARSAL STUDIOS FORI or unfurnished. Close to SIU. $420.
rent. discount musical sales. 715
529-1539.
B2244Bb30
S. UniversilYJ,Sound Core Studios, !
PA Rentals" :.ales. 457-5641.
; CARBONDALE AREA. 2-BDRM,
2082An25 i and 3-bedrm. Furnished house
I

KEEP KOOL CHEAP Air conditioners. 5000 BTU nOV $65, 10,000
BTU $135, 14,000 BTU 220V $135.
23.000 BTU $195, Call ~1Af21

~~~f~!' ::~AccA ~or~r
consignment top quality :rothing i
and hooseiJold items. Therefore we ,
have for salt' excellent used,

~=~~2s:, a~fsr:a~i~~

:
Cop-dale. Across from Credit
~Iilion. Monday thru Saturday I
10:00-4:00.
B2074Af25
I

I

ELECTRIC GUITAR. HOHNER ~
G copy. mint cor.dition, hard shell
case, $175. 536-5561. Ask for Eric.
2395An20 i

~~:o~~f~~t~.'-/~! ;!~I~~:S~

A TWO MANUAL organ with full 1
pedal board. 549-6164.
2417An1~

~~ec5~:J8:r month.

I

Of Ramada r.nn on Old Rt, 13 West.
Call fi8.H14S.
B2305Bb17

NICE THREE BEDROOM, Close

723J9tt19

Hou•••
~hda~~usi ~~n ~~:d~~~a~~~~
possible da~room. studi'l. or

. . . . . . . .1. . . . .
. . . . . . . A • • •ALL

,

stud), Total cost $160. 893-4345.
B2339BbI8

~~raE~~~~~r'r~\~~ ~~~

529-5252 or 529·3866. DiviSion of
Diederich Real Estate. B2399Bb35

2429Bb19

Now I.ntl. . .or •• 11

~

THREE & FOUR
BEDROOM

I BARTENDERS.

WAITRESSES.

~al
. :\I.r~t~';:St':;
';~~~dr
part-lime.
No
experience

SouthtiJiIl!lisAvenue.
FEMALE AEROBIC

-

I .1 &2LJdroomAnchored
• Nicely Furnished & Carpeted
& nd
. ed

12x60.

I'

I

i

:
'md~inned, I

I

universit~ :4al\. 6

blocks from
pets. $185 ~1~~

I
I

...,t...

,

~~~::::sc ~T::::~' ca~i71
OLDER ONE BEDROOM. Close
ra:~ 8x30. $100. Water~B~

~EID:~:~~~.t ~nrr:::

I

KING'S WN MOTEL, 825 East

.

;':~en~~~~~:' 21 yea::16t~i

~n'sl~:~ ~r~~~~~~'
235IE33

2389Cl7

Carbonddie. IL
2413C19

BARTENDER,

WAITRESS,

MAN
LOYOLA

Credit Courses
Eth;co
Liturgy
Theology
Sc::ripture

~~rah~~rtt,~~~nia~ffo~
Square. Murphysboro.

·..
t

TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409
West Main Street. 549-3512. 2431E36

I

~~

CATCH THE BAGEL Bonanza
now happening in Makandll.ai
Hadley·s. Strolfthe boardwalk and
enjoy an ice cream or shake. At the
entrance to Giant City Park, off 51
S.
2221129

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BECOMING CATHOLIC: A Faith
Journey. Process begin3 September 15. 7:30 p.m. Newman
Center. 529-3311.
BI803J20
LOSE WLIGHT NOW! Ask me
how! Excellent nutrition Jlrogram
to; maintain. lose. gain: 100

1':=

0S:~~~ guara~~i;r

AUCTIONS

&

SAlE~

FLEA
MARKET.
ANNA
Fairgrounds Septembe:" 17, 8ammm. Eighth Annual. 78 booths.
~.3 states. Antiques. ~rl'l(2i;

FREEBIES

-

FREE KITTENS. 2 all white, 1
grey. black. and white. very affectionate. Call1-98!Hi809. 2424N2L:
FREE-IO WEEK Old adorable.
kitten. House trained ar.d loveable:
Call 549-2597
2435NI~

RIDERS WANT£O

Spirituality

2415C23 '

i

POSITION AVAILABLE FOR
Waitress (Breakfast'" lunCh).,
Part time, apply in person. A &. W
Restaurant, Hwy.
1~
E.,
University Mall.
2422C19

SERVICE!i OFFERfO

I

I

~

A BEDROOM" ';"JTH frrivileges for

~~mr~1L Two miles rom ~WI:9

CARBONDALE. 12x50, FRONT '"
Rear bedrooms. Clean, take over
lease. $180. 549-4806,
82360Bc19

Roommat.,l

I

WANTED FOR 2-BEDROOM
Trailer. available immediate\li.
~~g~r.mp:it~~=· Ma bu
2145Be17

I :ili~:'~J~~~=-

I
I

CARBONDALE. $125. 2 BedroornlI, I FEMft,.LE: 2-BEDROOM APT. 31,
carpet air underpinned, natural

~fes ~';.~~~~=edlBi4WBc~9

flexible. Must have transportation.

PO Box 834-DE.

'I
,

-T-Y-P-IN-G-.-F-A-S-T-.-A-C-C-U-R-A-T-E.

62903.

5-19-3000

NEAR CAMPUS FOR Men and
Women. Utilities included. Shown
by appointment. Phone, 549-2831.

air, carpet. Fully furnished,
skirted and close to school at
Malibu Village or Southern Mobile
Homes. Phone 457-3321. $240monthly.
2328Bc28

HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAll.S!

~~t:rh,!::grsilltg~se.st pric.es Kin i
M'
n. K Ali k 1

Wo~~~=~~~~~~

:e~f:::er~:o.;:~n~~:~~i~~S. ~~:
~~~~e:::.:~t~om~;~r!!:

~ ~';,-;;.~--: i

AND

gua;:nt~. 1-:;~'u .. B2269~

WHEE LCHA I R

PART OR FULL Time work from
home. 'procc~i~ mail or typing.

Only2mn..
North 0/ Campus.
5lnglell_
Available

STARTERS

:S~~!~~~J'~r:;n.P~~~

.$1.045-$360

double's per week. Daily maid
service... C-A, all utilities furnished. L;aIl549-4013.
81707Bd18

ENTERTAINM~NT

mgr:~~ngten~~~.hauling. 21~i~

Reb 'Id

Willi~son Business Machines,

I ~~n3.ls~cri;.e~~ ~.ff:

S

j

hel~ul but not necessary. Apply at

Rooms
I

2397G20

1668.

2109E26

AUTO REPAIR. QUALITY work.
Low rates. 9 to 5. Call 45Hi597. E
2326 17
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpapers, thesesr~~~ons. ~ manuscripts.

e1 or 2 baths

OMI5

I

~ped
I f ' d N 1 AI
&~~~:s IOSt~7p'UI~eveni:gs: 3~-d

~~'1~~~.Girard~~~~

~~'OiiU'*
M

457-7026,

WATCH WITH GOLD face and
lizard skin band. Sentime:ltal
value. Reward. 529-4713. 2425619

del~;;'. pi;;r! s4~~E: I ~~e~oofbeat~,

~~u~;gt1n I1::~. £:~J~~

e 2 or 3 bedrooms

1

;~i~Cl. s~~~uPm!:lS:~~~1 ~

REBUILT

SALESPERSON.
TO
SELL
electronic tygewriters. copiers,

e CABlEVi~ION

TWO AND THREE bed!"oom
mobile homes. Fur.• ished and ail"conditioned. Re2S0nable. Glisson
Court. 616 E. Park.
2304Bc22

~17

549-1628.

• laundromat

~'lf~ o:l::mo, ~~t~r~:t;~Ir.
~:~t:~~~tri:t~~J'j~UYna~~r!f~

THE HANDYMAN· PAINTING
glazing. plUmbing. electrical:

I

~~~g:r o:lo~~s~elu;,f~~~';&

FREE BUS
TOSiU

$175-month. Available Now! Also
taking fall (9 month) contracts.
Phone 549-6612, 549-3002 after 5
B2'l4SBc30
p.m.

NO DEPOSiT. TWO bedroom.
furnished, AC, gas heat, new
drapes. storm winilows. \.:. mile
from campus. Real clean.~s.:~'

I

B!!370C18

..... S - " - & ..

ONE BEDROOM hPARTMENT.
Completely furmshed. ideal for

.

COAC H:

(Just off I. Porll St.)

TRAILER.

Mom

.

weekends. NO.2: Overnight House
~~1~~' 4;7imt .;;~~~~
15.
2354C19

~........
...........
W.rren all.

~~. H. no pets. Lease~~

NICE TWO
three bedroom
mobile homes. Lease required. No
pets. 549-5596 after S p.m 22!r7Bc33

I

"'-:4S7~5tMOpon Sot.

FALL. CLOSE TO campus, extra
nice. 2-bedroom. furnished.
private setting. 549-4808. 2ZoWBc29

NICE TWO BEDROOM on W.

~~:ms.

Fotrnor.lnfonnClltlono.-lo_

Bi7~~~

~Ona~~r~M2 t~~I~~d

DANCE

2 STAFF POSITIONS. Carbondale.
i mll·oe · fa!\I~.! i fdoe nbtrai )!In-I
a rabillta
Peh
n
r
R
':1
_
1):nnjurerel~t!ddulft)!>e·ldBapCrhee!foerr'rseddeg.rree
x
perience with
handicap,

Energy Saving U erJ)Inn
• New! Laundromot Facilities
• Natural Gas
• Nice Quiet & Clean Setting
• fllear Campus
• Sorry No Pets Accepted

I

LOST

KARIN·S. NOW OPENS at new
~hjjJre~se~i~r!s,ri~:h,!.~,, ~!~\C?~ betw~~c~i!~e Grarikae~d
457-4370.
2022138
'Alterations
ustomi ed
r
BABYSITTER IN MY home.exshorts, CuSto~ized inglis~Y1~f • HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENI{;
. ced
f
'red. I breech
d' Ie: ts Fr
'ck
I hayride and bonfire fun for all
re erences
I and
457-4370.

.........
..

wastemoney.caIlUS·~Bc21

r,:~~ef=:~:L,:~r~~~

B~

Call collect. 311-7f3-7161. Indianapolis.
2206F18

BEIGE DOG. MALE. Short hair.

B&.B LANDSCAPING. AREA.
Home" business. Outdoor

W}~~~s ~~':~~u~~n c~ke~

529-1539

•

Now A_II••".
.or ••11

no

Wri~~~' tJ'lr:rl;rr.1fa"ts~~~~

2 BEDROOM TRAILER

I

c:~:~~r.' All jgg!ira~ge ~ra~~~:
~ality work. Reasonable rates.

g~~:~~~~s O~n~Ob ~~~I:~~~!~~

§t'in'~~leW~~ t~rw:;i

BEDROOM

PAPERS,
THESES
Di~~ertations. resumes. report
proJects. etc .• <IBM electronic
eqwpmer.t). Call 549-6226. 1978E22

~_ _ _iiii~~-~--~1 ~JgYPtian Spurts Cent~~8

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD. Two
hedroom-double insulated. No
pets. 549-7400.
1682Bc18

TWO

~D g,~d1~:n~'W! ~ot =~~~:

TERM

NEED EXTRA MONEY' Set your
own hours. sell Avon. call now.
Joan Shannon. 549-4622. B2196Cltl

GOOD CONDITION

Moltl I • Hom..

0

"

$130

___5;;;;,;;;;2_9_-_1_5__3....;9___~i1

~~s.

WANTED
WANTED
BROKEN
AIRCONDITIONERS or running. We
&:J~~P. Call 529-5290 for~~~

positions. Must be 18 years of age

:

~l o~g~~Sorry

2436Be20

457-4422

$390

ca~ted' anchored,

Call: A-l Mobil. ttom.
hrvlc. 54.-0491

HElP WANTED

ROY AL RENTALS
Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

call. we hav. "'ore
52t-1012
52t-HH

CALL 9.5-6935

:'~~.ifPo~f:gall~~~gh-

..u. Southern Hospitality

air conditioned malIne '--s at
Sautt.m or Malibu 1'arIIs. S215-$3101
Ma. . . . . ' - ' - - ...............

If you don't 111c.......

SMALL QUIET PARK.

I

~i..:~race; o~~c~&n!loocP~f:~;S

CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Own room.
nice 2 bedroom house, SI25-month.
.., low utilities. 529-1118, 2437Be21

of Woodruff Manogement. Call 457·
3321 for your choke 0/ 3 "-droom.

"·bedroom: 212 Hospltol Dr .. 809
W, CoIIeg.. 303 S. F...... '. 405 S.
1Iewtoge. 405 W. Cherry
3-"-droom: ~ W. C"-rry. 501 S.
hv_
2·bedroom: 406 enerry Court

di~tw'!:~h:' ~~~~.th ca~:~i

FOR GROUPS & ORGANIZA liONS

ZIMMER CHARTER & TOURS

MAGIC Chimney

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED
For a three bedroom house.

...... ao.. to c.npu.

RENT TO OWN part of your rent
goes to gurChase 2. 3 beiiroom 12

SOOT

CHARTER BUS AVAILABLE
46 PASSENGER

cleaned. Certified &. Member of
N. C. S. G. Carterville 985-4465.
______
17_41_E_20,
A-I ~U HOMI SlllVIQ
I' filM DESIGN Studio _ garments i
Tune up your
design~. clothing constructed ~nd:
gas or electric furnace for
alterations. Weslern and Rldmg , . iNinter All model fumocr!.1 in
Patterns. 529-3998.
1853E:l!
Carbo~ale "rea $25.00'Also
Cool Sealing Special on all
size single wide, $100 instglled

MATURE FEMALE. SHARE
nice 2-br. duplex off Old 13. Sll7.50
month plus ''2 utilit.es. Call 5497015 after 5 pm,
2434Be20

8:30-5:00 M·'
PRICES START AT 1165

~~r~iona~~~fi~e. ~.s~:~.l-

DR.

FEMALE SUBLEASE NEEDED
to share nice house with three
other girls. Rent only S95-month,
305 West Pecan. Need own bed. For
more information call April collect
at 1·544-9371.
24OOBe20

OR COME BY

MURPHYSBORO. 4 BEDROOMS.
1 ''2 oaths, f'lmi;y room. new

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL. AUTO
painted and vinyl top. S350. Paint
and top guaranteed. Bodl' work
additional. 457-8223 Mon-Fn. Bam·
5pm.
1797E20

great male roommate. Close to
campus. $125-month. Call 529-2355.
2388BeB

MALIBU VILLAGE
MOBILE HOME PAIK
SOUTH & EAST
HWY 51 S. 1000 E.
PAIKST.
CALL 529-4301

THREE
BEDROOM
NORTHWEST. Good condition. nice
~d. gas heat. AvailableOct. 1St.
5-month. 529-1786. eve~Bbl9

NEED ONE FEMALE roommate

' to share nice 3 bedroom house. Call
549-1759.
2349Be20
I SHARE TWO BEDROOM with
I

IN COBDEN. TOP Ooor of great

half

2225Be17

lverythl. . .t your
II......,..
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WATCH fOR US •••
THETA XI fRATERNITY
A NEW BEGINNING

.0.
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If VOU·" LooILIU 'or
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INfORMATIONAL M£mNG
SEn. Il. TUESDAY
6:GO-':OOPm
MACKINAW ROOM
STUDENT CENTER

which was fourth at last year's Murray State, Cornell said he
NCAAs, Clemson, which was '!oached "28 or 29 AlIeighth, and Purdue, which was Americans" during his 15 years
16th. Other schools to be at Uurr•. y St3te, and he hopes
represented are Indiana, to continue that winning
Mississippi, Louisville, Western traditiOl! at SIU-C. lil his second
Kentucky, Murray State and year as head coach, he appears
host Kentucky.
to be doing just that.
Cornell said he like!' the
"My concern is to continue
competition of facing tough the winning tradition this school
has," Cornell said. "The biggest
teams.
"It pulls the best out of our problem will be to just main!llin
team and gets them ready for what Lew Hartzog (fom:er
the nationals," he said. "Our cross country and track coach)
younger guys are gaining ex- has done. His tradition should
petience with every meet, and help me in my recruiting. Also,
they will get better as the if my teams are successful, my
recruiting should be good."
season progresses."
The harriers began practice
Next year will be the test,
Aug. 22 and Cornell admitteN Cornell said, because hr will
his team is not in midseason have to replace 85 percent of the
form.
team.
"I haven't pushed the team at
Despite his success at Murray
all," he said. "We a~ not tully Stat~ Cornell said the decision
in top sha~_ to egg to !UIJ~as not real
comillecl.lIIJU\iq:'~ff~· ~
expected this early in the
"Murray State cut the
se.:'son. We will be ready for the number of athletic scholarships
to 12," Cornell said."And that
really important meets."
The Salukis' top two finishers included just tuition, books and
Saturday, Bunyan and Wed- a room, but no meals. I just
derburn, are former athlet~ of couldn't mainbin the type of
C,')rnell's when he coached program I wanted to run.

Fielders 1-2
By Steve Koulos
Student Writer

In successive games,the SlUwomen's field hockey team
looked as different as night and
day on its three-game road trip
last weekend.
The Salukis returned from the
trip with a 1-2 record to slip to 22 overall. They opened on the
right foot by blanking Purdue 2o Friday, before falling to Ball
State 6-0 Saturday and national
powerhouse Iowa 3-{) Sunday.
SIU-C Coach Julee Illner, "'ho
made wholesale changes in the
starting lineup for the final
game agdinst Iowa, was baffled
by her team's performance
against Ball State.
"Saturday was just horrible
and nothing else cauld describe
it." admitted IIlner, whose
team was outshot 20-5. "We
couldn't do anything right and
nothing seemE'd to work. They
were not as good of a team as
the score indicated."
The Sal·.Jkis, who allowed only
20 goals in 25 games last season
for a stingy 0.8 defensive
average. have already let in
nine goals in four games this
y,r for a 2.25 average.
he six goals were the second
h' hest totai allowed in a single
me by an Illner-coached
t m and the game was the
S lukis' worst defeat siltce
'ng beaten by St. Louis 7-1 in

e

~

1 8,

IIlner immediately made
changes by starting four
players at hew positions, including three in the midfield,
against Iowa.
Sophomore Mary Beth
Meehan and freshman Mindy
Thorne switched places in the
lineup, with Meehan being

on trip

shifted to left halfback and
Thorne to left link. Senior Terry
Draffkorn, previously a right
link, replaced sophomore Kathy
Crowley at right inner, wh:ch
enabled freshman Naf!ine
Simpson to be inserted at right
link.
"I was pleased with the
progress made from Saturday
to Sunday," said Illner. "Ri~t
now 1 am going te, stick with this
lineup. The midfield and center
area will be strengthed
tremendously with the changes
and it is no longer a weak spot."
In the victory over Purdue.
the Salukis were sparked offensively by junior left wing
Sharon Leidy and senior right
wing Jennifer Bartley, who
each tallied a first-half goal.
Leidy's goal was assisted by
Crowley at 6:40 into the game,
and Bartley added the insurance goal on a breakaway at
30:15.
Junior goalie Lisa Cuocci
made six saves in her season
debut to rec:ord the shutout.
.. Offensively we didn't have a
good second half against
Purdue, but defensively we
played well," said Illner, W:lose
team outshot Purdue 14-10. "I
felt Dore (Weil. senior left
fullback) played an outstanding
game and Cuocci played well."
After the Bail State game,
Illner thought her team handled
the adversity well and played
its best ballgame on the trip
against Iowa.
"I felt it was a 1-() game, "said
Illner. "We played them tough
enough for a 1-0 game and once
we put ow' game together, I
think we can beat them."
Iowa, which has claimed the
last three Big 10 Conference
titles and reached the NCAA

Former Saluki baseball player
joins St. Louis club Alonday
F Jrmer Saluki outfielder Jim
Ad;fuci has been called up from
the St. Louis Cardinals' TripleA farm dl&b to join the Redbirds
for the September pennant
drive.
The Cardinals called up five
pla~crs from their' American
Association team. Along with
Aducci, right-handed pitchers
JeCf Keener and Ralph
(,Harella. and infielders Jeff
Doyle and Jim Sexton were
expp<:led to join the club for
Monday night's game at f'iHsburgh,

Cardinal Public Relations
Assistant Robin Monsky said
Adduci would play the role of a
reserve outfielder and spot
pinch-hit.ter while on the Cardinals roster.
Adduci- batted .281 in 129
games at. Louisville. He
recorded 131 hits this ~,
with 25 hOme runs 8D4f1tt runs
batted in. He'll join another
former Saluki in the Redbird
locker room. Infielder Billy
Lyons was called by the Cardinals last month.

pa~; H~'~':ti;~ 'EgyPt~:~~'~~~;'i{:9~'';\1

"This university is run as a
first-class organization, unlike
Murray State," Cornell said.
"Murray State is at rock bottom
now and the team is falling."
Cornell said he realIzes the
importance of establishing a
good athletic program.
"The administration and the
students need to be aware of
what a good athletic program
does for a university," he said.
"Students go to school
sometimes because of athletics.
This should be a super year For
athletics at SIU-C."
Cornell holds the SIU-C school
record in the mile with ~ time of
4:00.74. That was in 1961 when
Lew Hartzog w:.s still the
coach. Then, last season.
Cornell took over the coaching
job from Hartzog, who is now
director of Intercollegiate
AUlJetics for Men.

Four SIU-C Phoenix cyclists
placed in the top five in the
Washington Criterium, a United
States Cycling Federation
sanctioned race, in Washinton.
Mo., last weekend.
In the race for USCF
Category IV cyclists, veterans
over 35. juniors under 18 and
women raced together. The
race course was 1.2 miles with a
hairpin turn. following a
descent
SIU-C's Laura Miller placed
third overall and Phoenix
cyclist Cyril Friend claimed
fifth. Among the women, Penny
Avgerenos was second and
Pearl Cabrera was third.
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Sept. 15. Thun:
4:00pm Til Dark

Frisbee Golf Tournament
On Our 9-Hole Golf Course

Sept.
Frl:
",Ins 7:00p.m.
Sept. 17. Sat:

BMX Races

1'.

Regional finals last year, ran its
record to 3-{)-1 overall.
The Salukis will host ttoe
University of the South and
Miami
of
Ohio
in
a
doubleheader this Saturday at
Wham Field. Game time is
12:30 p.m.

Cyclists place
high in criterium
race in Missouri

Odyssey & 3-Wheeler Race$

~!~!~~~~_~~~~~~A!:~~~~ ____ ~

I

I
~/, OFF l8-Hole Miniature Golf
I SO, OFF Large Bucket Driving Range Balls I
L----~-ogood thru Oe.t. 31. 1983--------

DROP ON IN
AND

GIVE YOUR
EARS
A TREAT!

RECORD
S~LE

Records at Big Discounts!
Save up to $~.OO!
Major label LP's! Top artis~s!
May, may selections in this special purchase. Classics included!

Hundreds 01 records! Come ,uly for best selection!

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE,
STUDENT CENTER

Salukis nab conference honors
Saluki spiker Chris Boyd was
named Monday as the first
Gateway Collegiate Athletic
Conference Player of the Week.
The GC AC Player of the Week
will be a regular award, chosen
among all women's fall sports.
Boyd, a 5-£00t-11 middle
blocker, inaugurated the honor
on the basis of her first five
matches this season. in which
she came up with 56 kills, three
block solos, 18 block assists, 29
digs and a .337 attack perct'ntage.

$39.50 Inclucl.
ly•• I•••••
Your prescription in clear glass
lenses with frame and case.

In five matches, Bovd was
chargt'd with only 10 reception
errors. seven service t'rrors and
nine ball handling errors.
Probably tht' biggest contributor to her selection was the
Salukis'
match'
against
Evensville Thursday. Boyd
recorded II kills with no errors
in 13 attempts, for a whopping
.846 attack percentage. She also
managed three service aces and
f!ve hlocks.
&'Iuki cornerback Terry Taylor
c.:tptured the Missouri Valley
Conference DefenSive Player of
the Week award for his performance :>gainst Eastern
Illinois Saturday.
Taylor blocked an Eastern

".1•••ft

$125
Chris Boyd
gahle-tying field goa' attempt
wi.h 20 seconds left to save SlUvictory. ;,1 addition,
Taylor made six unassisted

("s 17·14

tackles and assisted on six other
tackles.
Taylor is the second consecutive Saluki to win the MVC
defensive award I Donnell
Daniel won it last week) and
Coach Hey Dempsey said he

DEFENSE from Page 16
"W (' 're confidt'nt I as a tt'am \.
not cock"."
Mlster' said. "We're getting
more ('onfident with each other
as the season continues. \\(,'re
not looking ahead to anyone on
our schedule."
The three on the line said that
although they may have th('
talent to play well on the fie!d.
thev know who to thank for it.
''-Wt' thank God for our
ability," said Foster. "Wt'
realize He gives us our ability."
Second and third on their list
is Dempsey and dt'fensive line
Coach Jim Taubert.
"They keep us working hard
during practict'," Haywood
said. especially on th(' jumping
drills and hlocking sleds.

Because of the drills, Foster
said that when there are players
on the ground in their way, the
trio's second-instinct on the
field is to jump over them.
The ability to get off the line
at the snap of the ball quickly is
another area that Taubert helps
them with, Norman said, not to
mention that he makes them
mentally strong.
They have to be mentally
strong, because their football
careers could ',.md on anyone
play throughrul the game. and
Foster realil.es it.
"My season can be over at
any second,' Foster said. "That
thought makes me work harder.
10 try to do the best I can do all
the lime."

Tf'rry Taylor

was pleased.
"He deserved it." Dempsey
said. "He had a good ~ame."
Even though the season is
young, Dempsey said Taylor
probably won" be the last
Saluki to win the honor.
"ThaI's two of our players in
two weeks." Dempsey said.
"The way our defense plays. we
could ~et one every wt'ek."
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Include. Everything

• Standard Thin B & L Soft Contact Lenses
• ~ye t.xam • Case • Thermal Sterilizer
• Solutions. Replacement Warranty Program

Sa• • D.y Optlc. . . ..."lc.
• We fill prescriptions from any optometrist
or opthalmologist
• Eyes examined by Dr. Fred W. Wood, 0.0.
• Offer expires September 30, 1983.

VISION CENTER
114 N.III.

457-2814

Carbondale

Style comes to S.I.O.

&lt~
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This is
no cheap
pizzar

II.

Oh, sure we could cut
down on the SlZe, use
artificial cheese. Skimp on
the items and then sell it
two for one. But we lust
don'l believe in doing
business that way
For over 20 years. we've
been making the best
pizza we know how. and
_'ve been delivering il
free. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us tonight

Easy to care for hair is more affordable at Hairbenders. Get a new
Hairbenders style-shampoo. conditioning. cut and blow styling- 'h
price. This offer is good for first-time Hairbenders clients with this ad.
Call today for an appointment and new Hairbenders style.

Men's styles 1.25

Women's styles 8.15

r----------------------~
".00 aft' any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires; 12/31/83
Tax inCluded in ptl(.e

F . F,.. Delivery
618 E. Walnut
Phone: 457-e776

III:.
•

(East Gate Plaz~·
Route 127 Nor!'

Phone: 887-2300

~ ~:::.~ ~::,,~Ir

Hairbenders

Hairstyling for Men and Women.
703 So. Illinois Ave.
Carbondale •
549-4422

L.m.teddettvoet,a'N
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011 .. , good only ..... h (Oupon
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Babcock named to U.S. team
By Sherry ChlsenIJ.U
Sports Edllor

Former Saluki gymnast
Brian Babcock has been named
to the U.S. World Games learn,
finishing sixth in the United
Slates Gymnastics Federation
World Championship trials in
Eugene. Ore.. over the
weekend.
Babcock will compete for the
United Slates in the World
Games Oct. :!3 to 29 in Budapest.
Hungary.
Babcock chalked up 58.70
points of a possible 60 Saturday
in optionais to top the field of 15
competitors. He finished the
meet with a 116.25 mark tn
claim sixth on the eight-man
U.S. team.
Before the meet. Babcock set
his sights on a top-six finish.
since the seventh and eighth
slots might not travel with the
team to Hungary. He was
ranked sixth going into the
meet. and said he was satisfied
holding his position.
"What I really wanted to do
was keep the place I had " he
said. "Aside from the cold i got,
I feel reaUy good. I was pleased
with my performance and felt
my scores were justifiable.
"It was probably one of my
best meets of the year. conSidering the pressure at the
meet. I'm pretty excited about
going to Hungary. and I think I
can do good there and deal with
!be pressure."
Babcock nailed a 9.95 in
compulsory high bar and went

9.85 on compulsory and optional
pommel horse. optior.aI rings
and optional high har. one of the
best performances SIU-C Coach
Bill Meade has seen from
Babcock.
"This is probably the best
meet under the most pressure
that he's been in since the five
years I've known him." Meade
said. "This is also the first time
I've had a gymnast get 9.95 and
9.Bs at such a meet.
"This team is the stroogest
the United Slates has ever put
together for a competition.
Brian survived the meet well.
Wlthoul too much of a problem
with his knees. There's no doubt
he's in the best shape he's ever
been in."
Meade said he was pleased
WIth Babcock's sixth-place
finish.
"He did what I felt was the
best he could do." the Saluki
coach said. "We wanted tn do
weU and have fun. and the meet
was great in thaI respect. The
guys at that meet were the best.
One slip and you go down
qUIck."
The field at the trial was
originally made up of 18
gymnasts who were finalists at
the U.S. Championships. but
two scratched hefore the meet
because of injuries and one
scratched after comllUlsories.
Thirty percent of the SCOres
from the U.S. Championships
were used tn compute the final
standings. which Meade said
might have kept Babcock from
finishing higher.

other international meets.
"The meet meant a lot to
Brian in terms of confidence,"
Meade said. "It also will mean a
lot to judges. Last year we tried
10 get him consistent, and w~
finally got the job done."
Babcock said he still hllS
room for improvement hefore
the world champiO'lShips.
"I really need to improve in
compulsory floor (exercise)
and rings, and optional and
compulsory vault." he said. "If
I can make improvement in
those areas. I should be able to
move up next time.

"With the team we I the
United States) have produced in
the last six months to a year we
I

can push each ou",r. We make
each other work harder. an~
that makes the team stronger."
Babcock said he has no ex·
pectations for the meet in
Hungary.
"I have DO idea what it's
going to he like." he said. "It
will depend on the judging.
which I foresee 10 be pretty
biased. considering where the
meet is.

Staff Pho4o by SeoU SIIaw
BrU. Babcock ... tcbeo lUI""'er gymaa"", form 011 pommel bone_

"We'll have to go in and do the
best we can. If nail every
routine, we should finish alleas!
third. It·s the strong""t national

Selection to the World Games
team puts Babcock in a prime
position for a spot on the
Olympic team. according to
Meade. He said the World
Games meet is second only in

''The Soviet Union and China
will also be s""ding Iheir
strongest tea ms. so it should be
a ereview of the Olympics.
We II have to do well in Hungary
10 do well in the Olympics."

prominence to the Olymclcs.
Meade and Babcock said the
trial was also important
because it was are-ranking
meet, which will put Babcock in
good shape to be chosen for

team we've ever had.

Women ruggers thump
Lakeshore in opener

Staff Pbo4o by Dave MeCbesney
Keying the SllaJd defeDse are. left to rigb!. KeD F ..ler. SIerUng Hayw..... and Ed N... IIlllII_

Defense proves itself
B~

Jim Len

Siaff Wrlier

Saluki football Coach Rey
Dempsey may work with the
offense during practice. but he
sure appreciates his defense.
"Our defense is outstanding,"
Demp""Y said. "They're really
hard workers."
That statement is in contrast
tn what senior defensive tackle
Ken Foster said he was hearing
from the media people hefore
the season started.
"In the beginning of the year.
a lot of people <in the media)
were saying that our defensive
line was going to he weak." said
the &-foot-2. ~nd Foster.
Considering the Salukis had
nol ollly seniors Foster and Sfoot-I. 266-pound Ed Norman
returning to start at the tackle
positions. but als" sophomore
Sterling Hayw·lOd at middle
guard. the line should have been
mentioned as a strong ])'lint.
Last year, Haywood. f>.foot-IO.
llJ pounds. was the only freshman to start.
One of the r"asons the line
might have heetJ considered

weak is because of injuries last
year.

"Last year I missed a couple
of games because of injuries to
my ankle and knPe." Foster
saia. "This year we're
healthy."
Cornerback Donnell Daniel
said the defensive line makes
his job easier because they put
so much pressure on the
quarterback that he only has to
guard his man for three tn four
seconds.
The secondary has intercepted six passes in two
games far. Last year. the
Salukis intercepted 211 passes.
At their present rate. they could
finish WIth J3 interceptions.
"That makes us feel hetter
about rushing the passer." said
Foster. who has registered two
quarterback sacks this year.
"Every interception they get.
it's like one for us (the line)."
Norman. who is secooo on the
team with 18 tackJt'S e"d tied for
the tearn lead in quarterback
sacks with Haywood with four.
was in on whal probably turned
out to be the key !o turning the
football game around to SIU-C's
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favor against Eastern Illinois
Saturday.
With more t!lan 12 minutes
left to play in the third quarter.
Norman and defensive end
Mike Brascia sacked Eastern
quarterback John Rafferty for
an ll-yard loss. Tbat put the
football at Easlern's four-yard
line for the upcominll punt on
fourth-and-18.
Ralph Van ....yke. though.
rushed in to block the punt.
Brascia fell on the haU in the
endzone for the game-tying
touchdown.
On the sack play. Norman
said Rafferty wa·- expecting tn
throw the screen. but Foster
iIcld the play covered.
"That play BPt ihe block up."
Norman said. "The key was to
pin them bac~ and not give the
punter much room to work
with."
Haywood said. "The Eastern
game was one of the hardest
games on the schedule. We
knew we had to get past them to
be all right for the resl of the
seasCJn_
See DEFENSE. Page IS

The SIU -C women's rugby
team opened its faU season by
dumping Lakeshore 10-0
Saturday at a hot and windy
Kopp Park in Chicago.
The match was in SIU-C's
hands from the first minule to
the final. whistle. Tight team
work ana aggressive support
helped Ihe ruggers take control.
Slipping by tacklers. Barb
Cavoto scored the Salukis' first
try.
Maria Erickson added two
points by making good on a
difficult field goal conv.rsion.
In the second half. Shannon
Maulding broke through the
<erUID to score the team'S
second try.
According to Erickson. the
serum was strong. controlling
possession of the ball in hoth set
and loose play. ThE' roggers

pushed their way downfield and
came close to scoring severa)
times from srum downs five
meters from the goal line.
Numerous penalties by
Lak"shore gave SIU-C opportunities to run the ball upfield and score.
An especially bright spot was
aggressive play by both rookie
backs and scrumies. according
to Erickson. The ruggers
started six rookies against
Lakeshore.

SIU-C dropped its second
game 25-0 to an experienced
Chicago club.
The team will play host to
Iowa and IUlnOis Saturday at
the rugby pitch behind Ahe
Martin field.

Runners win opener
together. Some of our back men
ran one minute slower than last
week's time trials. But I still
The men's cross country think we'U he aU right after we
season is under way and once gel two or three meets under
again Coach Bill Cornell and his our helts. I don't want them to
harriers are keeping their peak yet.
"Everybody was anxious for
winning rer.utation rotact.
They de eated Kansas 31-24 the first meet. They had conSaturday in their first meet on fidence that they could win the
the new course south of Ahe meet. I hope they always have
that."
Martin Field.
Already. tbe fast and
Junior Chris Bunyan topped
the field. lr1Iveli.!'g the Somile relatively flat course on campus
course with a time of 24: SG. has produced expected ImFinishing third was junior proved times for the runners.
"The course record at
Eddie Wedderburn with a 25:22.
Wedderburn was followed Midland Hills (for the f>.mile)
closely by fourth place finisher was 24:511," CorneU said. "Chris
Mike Keane. a senior. Keane BunyaJl did that Saturday. The
recorded a time of 25: 37. palyers liked the new course. It
Kansas' leadillJ! runner was was a challenge for them with
second-place fmisher Brent its twists and turns."
Saturday the harriers travel
Steiner wjth a time of 25 :00.
Cornell said his team per- to Lexington. Ky .. to participale
fonned weU in its fll'Sl meet in Ihe Kentucky Invitational
despile the 87-degree weather. against a 16-team field, in''The heat was a definite cluding Easl Tennessee State.
factnr." he said. "We could
have bunched more men See HARRIERS. Page 14
By David Wilhelm
Staff Writer

